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Third dicial District Court· Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2008-0010516-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan 
Defendant: Gomez. Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
User: RANDALL 
State of Idaho vs. Abelardo Dominguez Gomez Jr 
Date 
4/11/2008 
4/14/2008 
4/18/2008 
4/21/2008 
4/23/2008 
4/25/2008 
4/28/2008 
4/29/2008 
Felony 
Judge 
New Case Filed-Felony Gordon W Petrie 
Indictment Court Clerks District (998) 
Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: 5000000.00 Defendant: Gomez. Gregory M Culet 
Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
Case Status Changed: Inactive 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment (In Custody) 04/14/200801 :30 PM) 
Warrant Returned Defendant: Gomez. Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
Case Status Changed: Activate (previously inactive) 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 04/14/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Arraignment I First Appearance 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 04/14/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Constitutional Rights Warning 
Hearing Scheduled (Arm. - District Court 04/25/200809:01 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment (In Custody) 04/21/200801 :30 PM) to 
appoint PO 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 04/21/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Interim Hearing Held to appoint PO 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 04/21/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Order Appointing Public Defender to appoint PO 
Request For Discovery 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/11/200809:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/18/2008 09:30 AM) CO NT TRIAL #2 
BEHIND CIVIL TRIAL 
Gregory M Culet 
Richard Schmidt 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Richard Schmidt 
Richard Schmidt 
Renae J. Hoff 
Frank P. Kotyk 
Frank P. Kotyk 
Frank P. Kotyk 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/26/200809:30 AM) #1 SET TO HEARD Gordon W Petrie 
IF 8/18108 does not go 
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court held on 04/25/2008 09:01 AM: 
Arraignment I First Appearance 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Carole Bull 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 06/30/200801 :30 PM) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Motion for Bond Reduction or Release on Own Recognizance and Notice of Gordon W Petrie 
Hearing 
Motion for Automatic Disqualification Gordon W Petrie 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/02/2008 09:00 AM) Motion for Gordon W Petrie 
Bond Reduction or Release On Own Recognizance/Motion for Automatic 
Disqualification 
Motion for order to produce GJ transcript 
Motion to Disqualify 
Order to produce GJ transcript 
000001. 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Date: 8/31/2009 
Time: 02:12 PM 
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al District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2008-0010516-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan 
Defendant: Gomez, Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
User: RANDALL 
State of Idaho vs. Abelardo Dominguez Gomez Jr 
Date 
4/29/2008 
4/30/2008 
5/1/2008 
5/2/2008 
5/5/2008 
5/7/2008 
5/8/2008 
5/9/2008 
5/12/2008 
5/15/2008 
5/19/2008 
6/3/2008 
6/9/2008 
6/25/2008 
Felony 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 05/02/200809:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated *PETRIE-Motion for Bond Reduction or Release On Own 
Recognizance-ALREADY SET-Judge Petrie was DO by State 
Order for Disqualification/Petrie 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 06/30/2008 01 :30 PM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/11/2008 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 10 days 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/18/2008 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated #2 set behind civil trial-last 5 days of trial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/26/2008 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated #1 SET TO HEARD IF 8/18108 does not go-last five days of trial 
Order for Disqualification/Morfitt 
Order of assignment/Hoff 
Change Assigned Judge 
Demand For Notice Of Defense Of Alibi 
Request For Discovery 
PA's Response For Request For Discovery 
Order for Disqualificationl Hoff 
Order of Assignment( Ryan) 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 05/19/2008 10:00 AM) 
Judge 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Court Clerks District (998) 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Gordon W Petrie 
Court Clerks District (998) 
Court Clerks District (998) 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
PA First Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery Thomas J Ryan 
Motion bond reducelNOHR Thomas J Ryan 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/1612008 09:00 AM) MOTN FOR Thomas J Ryan 
BOND RED 
PA's Second Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery Thomas J Ryan 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 05/16/2008 09:00 AM: Hearing Thomas J Ryan 
Vacated MOTN FOR BOND RED-CONT TO 5/19 ST CONF 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 05/19/2008 10:00 AM: 
Hearing Held MOTN FOR BOND REDUCTION 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 05/19/200810:00 AM: 
Motion Granted MOTN FOR BOND REDUCTION 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 05/19/2008 10:00 AM: 
Commitment on Bond - $2,500,000.00 reduced 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Christensen M&M 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
PA's Third Supp Response For Request For Discovery 
Pa's Fourth Supplemental Response For Request For Discovery 
Transcript Filed (Grand Jury) 
Document sealed 
000002 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Date: 8/31/2009 
Time: 02:12 PM 
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Third cia I District Court· Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2008-0010516-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan 
User: RANDALL 
Defendant: Gomez, Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
State of Idaho vs. Abelardo Dominguez Gomez Jr 
Date 
7/11/2008 
7/14/2008 
7/23/2008 
7/25/2008 
9/19/2008 
9/25/2008 
10/6/2008 
10/9/2008 
10/15/2008 
10/16/2008 
11/12/2008 
11/14/2008 
11/17/2008 
116/2009 
Order of Assignment/Judge Goff 
Change Assigned JudgelJudge Goff 
Felony 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conf) 10/16/2008 01 :30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/17/200809:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 10/03/200809:30 AM) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing/Status Conference 
Judge 
Gregory M Culet 
Dennis E. Goff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Dennis E. Goff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Dennis E. Goff 
Exparte Motion to Allow Defendant to Review Grand Jury Transcript at the Dennis E. Goff 
Jail 
Ex Parte Order Allowing Temporary Release of Grand Jury Transcript to 
Defendant at Canyon County Jail 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 09/29/200802:30 PM) 
Second Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 09/25/200801 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing(Amended) 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 09/25/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Interim Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 09/25/2008 01 :30 PM: 
Pre-trial Order 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 09/25/2008 01 :30 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Pa's Sixth Supplemental Response For Request For Discovery 
PAs Fifth Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery 
Witness List 
PAs Sixth Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery 
Stipulation to continue JT 
Defs Waiver Of Statutory Right To Speedy Trial 
Order to Continue Jury Trial 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/17/200809:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/02/200909:00 AM) 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 01/06/200902:30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing/Pre Trial 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Dennis E. Goff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Dennis E. Goff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Dennis E. Goff 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Notice Of Hearing Thomas J Ryan 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 01/06/200902:30 PM: Interim Hearing Thomas J Ryan 
Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Change of Plea 01/13/200903:30 PM) 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
000003 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Date: 8/31/2009 
Time: 02:12 PM 
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Thi icial District Court - Canyon County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2008-0010516-C Current Judge: Thomas J Ryan 
User: RANDALL 
Defendant: Gomez, Abelardo Dominguez Jr 
State of Idaho vs. Abelardo Dominguez Gomez Jr 
Date 
1/13/2009 
3/16/2009 
3/1712009 
3/25/2009 
4/15/2009 
5/22/2009 
6/212009 
8/3/2009 
Felony 
Judge 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 02102/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Thomas J Ryan 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Change of Plea held on 01/13/200903:30 PM: Interim Thomas J Ryan 
Hearing Held 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered Thomas J Ryan 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 03/16/2009 03:00 PM) PSI ordered - Thomas J Ryan 
count I, IV & VII 
Conditional plea of guilty pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 11 and binding Thomas J Ryan 
plea agreement 
Change Plea To Guilty Before Hit - count I, VI, & VII Thomas J Ryan 
Guilty Plea Advisory Thomas J Ryan 
District Court Hearing Held Thomas J Ryan 
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 03/16/2009 03:00 PM: Hearing Held Thomas J Ryan 
PSI ordered - count I, IV & VII 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 03/16/200903:00 PM: Final Thomas J Ryan 
Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered PSI ordered - count I, IV & VII 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 03/16/200903:00 PM: Sentenced Thomas J Ryan 
To Fine And Incarceration PSI ordered - count I, IV & VII 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 03/16/200903:00 PM: Notice to Thomas J Ryan 
defendant upon sentencing 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 03/16/200903:00 PM: Commitment Thomas J Ryan 
- Held To Answer PSI ordered - count I, IV & VII 
Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Yvonne Hyde Gier 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100 
Order to dismiss counts II, III, IV, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII 
Judgment and commitment 
Restitution Ordered 51500.00 victim # 1 
Restitution Ordered 48012.61 victim # 2 
Restitution Ordered 30022.36 victim # 3 
Order for Restitution 
Letter from Defendant re: Appeal 
Notice of Appeal- Pro Se 
Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Counsel- Pro Se 
Motion and Affidavit for Fee Waiver (Prisoner)- Pro Se 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Order appointing State Appellate Public Defender in Direct Appeal 
Amended Notice of Appeal 
000004 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
Thomas J Ryan 
~ 
\ . ,"" 
, < 
o 
dt P.M. 
DAVID L. YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Canyon County Courthouse 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
E BULLARO, OEPUTY 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ 
DOB: 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR O~-JO~ lit' 
INDICTMENT 
for the crime of: 
COUNT I - CONSPIRACY TO 
TRAFFICK IN COCAINE 
I.e. §18-1701, 37-2732B(a)(2) 
37 -2732B(b) 
COUNT II - COUNT XII 
TRAFFICKING IN COCAINE 
I.e. 37-2732B(a)(2) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ is accused by the Grand Jury of Canyon 
County, of the crimes of CONSPIRACY TO TRAFFICK IN COCAINE AND TRAFFICKING 
IN COCAINE (11 COUNTS), felonies, Idaho Code Section 18-1701, 37-2732B(a)(2), 37-
2732B(b), committed as follows: 
INDICTMENT 1 
000005 
,,' 
COUNT I 
On or about, or between October 16, 2007, through April 3, 2008, both dates 
being approximate and inclusive, withing Canyon County, Idaho, and elsewhere, the Defendants 
Abelardo Dominguez Garcia, Abelardo Dominguez Ramos and/or other unnamed or unknown 
people did wilfully and knowingly combine, conspire, confederate, and/or agree to possess and/or 
'2."0 
",I-- deliver ~ grams or more of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of any mixture or substance 
containing a detectable amount of cocaine in violation ofIdaho Code Sections 37-2732B(a)(2), 
37-2732B(b), and 18-1701. 
OVERT ACTS 
In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect the objects thereof, the following 
overt acts, among others, were committed within Canyon County, Idaho and elsewhere: 
1. On October 16, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez received telephone 
calls at (208) 936-6084 to discuss the distribution of cocaine with 
CI#7013. 
2. On October 16, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized a cellular 
telephone [(208) 936-6084] to call and/or text message CI#7013 to discuss 
delivering two (2) ounces of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
3. On October 16, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately two (2) ounces of a substance containing 
cocaine to CI#70 13. 
4. On October 16,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $1500 in U.S, currency in payment for delivering a 
INDICTMENT 2 
000006 
.' 
substance containing cocaine. 
5. On October 23,2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez engaged in telephone 
and/or text messaging communications with CI#7013 to communicate 
about cocaine distribution. 
6. On October 23,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately two (2) ounces of a substance containing 
cocaine to CI#70 13. 
7. On October 23,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $1400 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine. 
8. On October 30,2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#7013. 
9. On October 30, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "1/4 of a pound" or "four ounces" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70I3. 
10. On October 30,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $2400 in U.S. currency in payment for delivery a 
substance containing cocaine. 
11. On November 8, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#7013. 
INDICTMENT 3 
000007 
,,' 
12. On November 8, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "four ounces" or "114 of a pound" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
13, On November 8, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $2600 in U.S. currency for delivering a substance 
containing cocaine. 
14. On November 13, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez engaged in 
telephone and/or text messaging communications to discuss the 
distribution of cocaine with CI#7013. 
15. On November 13,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "eight ounces" or "Yl of a pound" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
16, On November 13, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $4700 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine. 
17. On November 27,2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#70 13. 
18. On November 27,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "eight ounces" or "Yl of a pound" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
19. On November 27,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
INDICTMENT 4 
000008 
Gomez received $4700 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine. 
20. On December 12, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#7013. 
21. On December 12, 2007, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "eighteen ounces" or "Y2 of a kilo" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
22. On December 12, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez and Abelardo 
Dominguez Ramos met at 811 North Robinson. After this meeting 
Abelardo Dominguez Gomez went to meet with CI#7013, and delivered 
approximately "Y2 of a kilo" of a substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
23. On December 12,2007, in Canyon County, Idaho Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $9800 in u.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
24. On January 3,2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#70 13. 
25. On January 3,2008, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "nineteen ounces" or "Y2 of a kilo" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
26. On January 3,2008, in Canyon County, Idaho Abelardo Dominguez 
INDICTMENT 5 
000009 
Gomez received $9800 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
27. On January 23, 2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#70 13. 
28. On January 23,2008, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "twenty ounces" or "~ of a kilo" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
29. On January 23, 2008, in Canyon County, Idaho Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $9800 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#7013. 
30. On January 23,2008, during the time between Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez communicating with CI#70 13 and the delivery of controlled 
substance to CI#7013, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez had telephone 
communications with Abelardo Dominguez Ramos. 
31. On February 14, 2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone 
and/or text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of 
cocaine with CI#70 13. 
32. On February 14, 2008, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "nineteen ounces" or "Y2 of a kilo" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
33. On February 14,2008, in Canyon County, Idaho Abelardo Dominguez 
INDICTMENT 6 
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Gomez received $9900 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
34. On February 14, 2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez and Abelardo 
Dominguez Ramos engaged in telephone communications to arrange for 
Abelardo Dominguez Gomez to meet with Abelardo Dominguez Ramos 
before Abelardo Dominguez Gomez went to meet with CI#70 13 to deliver 
a substance containing cocaine. Abelardo Dominguez Gomez and 
Abelardo Dominguez Ramos met at 811 North Robinson, Nampa, Idaho. 
35. On February 20,2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez engaged in telephone 
and/or text messaging communications with CI#7013 to discuss 
distribution of "one kilo" of cocaine. 
36. On February 20,2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez met with CI#7013 to 
discuss distribution of "one kilo" of cocaine. 
37. On March 6, 2008, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez utilized telephone and/or 
text messaging communications to discuss the distribution of cocaine with 
CI#7013. 
38. On March 6, 2008, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez delivered approximately "18 ounces" or "Y2 of a kilo" of a 
substance containing cocaine to CI#70 13. 
39. On March 6, 2008, in Canyon County, Idaho, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez received $9800 in U.S. currency in payment for delivering a 
substance containing cocaine. 
INDICTMENT 7 
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40. On March 6, 2007, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez and Abelardo 
Dominguez Ramos engaged in telephone communications about "work", 
agreeing to meet at 811 North Robinson, Nampa, Idaho. After this 
meeting, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez went to meet with CI#7013 and 
delivered approximately "Yl of a kilo" of a substance containing cocaine. 
41. From February 11,2008, through April 3,2008, Abelardo Dominguez 
Gomez engaged in telephone communications or face to face 
conversations with CI#7013, Abelardo Dominguez Ramos, Jose Luis 
Bonilla Vargas, Matthew Peek, Miguel Ballesteros, Apollo "Pablo" 
Martinez, Miguel Tejada and/or Kevin Ellers about drug distribution and 
money collections. 
42. From February 11, 2008, through April 3, 2008, Abelardo Dominguez 
~ ~ Q.aw.o.s. engaged in telephone communications or face to face 
conversations with Miguel Tejada, Luis Tejada, and/or other 
unnamed/unidentified persons about drug distribution and money 
collection. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 18-1701, 37-2732B(a)(2), 37-
2732B(b) and against the power, peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 16th day of 
October, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State ofldaho, did deliver twenty-eight (28) grams or 
more, to-wit: a quantity represented as two (2) ounces of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of 
INDICTMENT 8 
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any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State ofIdaho. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 23 rd day of 
October, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver twenty-eight (28) grams or 
more, to-wit: a quantity represented as two (2) ounces of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of 
any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#7013. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37 -2732B( a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 30th day of 
October, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver twenty-eight (28) grams or 
more, to-wit: a quantity represented as four (4) ounces or 1/4 of a pound of cocaine, a controlled 
substance, or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine CI#7013. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COUNT V 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 8th day of 
November, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver twenty-eight (28) grams or 
more, to-wit: a quantity represented as four (4) ounces or 114 of a pound of cocaine, a controlled 
substance, or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#7013. 
INDICTMENT 9 
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All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COUNT VI 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 13th day of 
November, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver 200 grams or more, to-wit: 
a quantity represented as "one-half of a pound" of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of any 
mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
cOUNTVn 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 27th day of 
November, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State ofIdaho, did deliver 200 grams or more, to-wit: 
a quantity represented as "one-half of a pound" or "8 ounces" of cocaine, a controlled substance, 
or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
COUNT VIII 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 12th day of 
December, 2007, in the County of Canyon, State ofIdaho, did deliver 400 grams or more, to-wit: 
a quantity represented as "one-half of a kilo" or "18 ounces" of cocaine, a controlled substance, 
or of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
INDICTMENT 10 
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power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
COUNT IX 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 3rd day of 
January, 2008, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver 400 grams or more, to-wit: a 
quantity represented as "one-half of a kilo" of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of any mixture 
or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity ofthe State ofIdaho. 
COUNT X 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 23rd day of 
January, 2008, in the County of Canyon, State ofldaho, did deliver 400 grams or more, to-wit: a 
quantity represented as "one half of a kilo" of cocaine, a controlled substance, or of any mixture 
or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#7013. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State ofIdaho. 
COUNT XI 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 14th day of 
February, 2008, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver 400 grams or more, to-wit: a 
quantity represented as "one half of a kilo" or "18 ounces" of cocaine, a controlled substance, or 
of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity ofthe State ofIdaho. 
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COUNT XII 
That the Defendant, Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, on or about the 6th day of 
March, 2008, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did deliver 400 grams or more, to-wit: a 
quantity represented as "one half of a kilo" or "18 ounces" of cocaine, a controlled substance, or 
of any mixture or substance containing a detectable amount of cocaine to CI#70 13. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code Section 37 -2732B( a)(2) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
A TRUE BILL 
Presented in Open Court this ~ day of April, 20:~ 
~e rand Jury of 
Canyon County, State of Idaho 
NAMES OF WITNESSES EXAMINED BEFORE THE GRAND JURY: 
ROB BERRIER 
CI#7013 
COY QRlR>J16R 
CHAD SHEPARD 
JOHN ALDINE 
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_P.lV 
dt 
DA VID L. YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Canyon County Courthouse 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J MEYERS, DEPUTY 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, 
WARRANT OF ARREST 
VS. 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POLICEMAN 
IN THE ST ATE OF IDAHO: 
AN INDICTMENT having been found on the /(J day of ~ 
f 
2008, in the District Court of the Third Judicial District, in and for the County of Canyon, State 
ofIdaho, charging ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ with the crimes of CONSPIRACY TO 
TRAFFICK IN COCAINE (1 COUNT) AND TRAFFICKING IN COCAINE (12 COUNTS), 
felonies, Idaho Code Section 18-1701, 37-2732B(a)(2), 37-2732B(b); 
WARRANT OF ARREST 1 
00001.7 
YOU ARE THEREFORE COMMANDED to immediately arrest the Defendant above 
named and to bring him before the District Court in the County of Canyon, or in case of my 
absence or inability to act before the nearest or most accessible District Judge in Canyon County. 
May be served: 
__ Daytime only 
G~ Daytime or night time 
Bond: $ f/ dU 01 ()UO,O~ 
r I 
I 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
[] If checked, Defendant is not to be released on bond until the following No Contact 
Order is served on, or signed by, the Defendant: 
As a condition of Bond, YOU, THE DEFENDANT IN THE ABOVE CAPTIONED 
CASE, ARE HEREBY ORDERED TO HAVE NO CONT ACT DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY 
WITH THE ALLEGED VICTIM(S): 
You shall not harass, follow, contact, attempt to contact, communicate with in any form, 
or knowingly remain within 300 feet ofthe alleged victim(s) or his/her property, residence, work 
or school. 
THIS ORDER WILL EXPIRE AT 11:59 P.M. ON THE 
20_, OR UPON DISMISSAL OF THE CASE. 
DAY OF _____ , 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER MAY BE PROSECUTED AS A SEPARATE CRIME 
UNDER Idaho Code section 18-920 for which no bail will be set until you appear before a judge 
and is subject to a penalty of up to one (1) year in jail or up to a one thousand dollar ($1,000) 
fine, or both. 
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WHEN MORE THAN 
ONE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTION ORDER (Title 39, Chapter 62 ofIdaho Code) IS 
IN PLACE THE MOST RESTRICTIVE PROVISION WILL CONTROL ANY CONFLICTING 
TERMS OF ANY OTHER CIVIL OR CRIMINAL PROTECTION ORDER. 
W ARRANT OF ARREST 2 
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The clerk shall immediately give written notification to the records department of the 
Canyon County Sheriffs Office of the issuance of this order. THE INFORMATION ON THIS 
ORDER SHALL BE ENTERED INTO THE IDAHO LAW ENFORCEMENT 
TELECOMMUNICA TIONS SYSTEM. This order is entered pursuant to Idaho Code section 
18-920, and Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 (for felonies) o~Idaho Mis;emeanor Criminal Rule 13 (for 
misdemeanors). ~ / j 
DATED this a day of ~~--+--':'''''--,~+--f--,l-~4-+ 
RACE:WAM EYES: BRN 
HEIGHT: 5'7" WEIGHT: 180 DOB:  
SS#:  CR#: RK-07-0020 AGENCY:DEA 
Officer: ALDINE Bad e#: 
Last known Address: 811 N. ROBINSON RD., NAMPA, IDAHO; CANYON COUNTY 
DETENTION CENTER 
NCICENTRY: (Additional Levels Inclusive) 
Local 
Statewide 
__ Surrounding States 
Western United States 
Nationwide 
By: ______ _ 
Dated: ____ _ 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
I CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the above named Defendant 
and bringing into this Court this __ day of _____ , 2008. 
WARRANT OF ARREST 3 
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dt 
DAVID L. YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSBctmNG ATTORNBY 
Can)'011 County Courthouse 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, Idllho 836Q5 
Telephone: (208) 454--7391 
IN 'I'HB DISTRlcr COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF ID.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABBLARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ. 
Defendant. 
TO ANY SHERIFF. CONSTABLE, MARSHAL OR POUCEMA:N" 
IN THE STATE OF JDAHO= 
. ~ 
AN INt>ICTMBNT bavirIg been tbund on the Lt2. day of .~ 
2008, in the Distriot Court of the Third Judicial Distric;;tt i.n and for the County of Canyol1. State 
ofIdaho, charging ABBLARDO DOMlNGl,1EZ GOMEZ with the crimes of CONSPIRACY TO 
TRAFFICK IN COCAINE (1 COmA) AND TRAFFICKING IN COCAINE (12 COUNTS), 
felonies, Idaho Code Section 18~ 170l) 37~2732B(a)(2), 37-2732B(b); 
WARRANT OF ARREST 1 
000020 
/< / 
/'/ 
'·/7' 
. r u ARE THEREFOR!! COMMANDl!D to bmne<Hate1y mest !he Defendant above 
~ed and to bring bim before the District Court in the County of Canyon, or in case of my 
a.bsence or inability to a.ct before the nearest or most accessible District Judge in Canyon County. 
May be served: 
_ Daytime only 
~Oaytime or night time 
Bond: $ f/ aU Df {)V().()I I r , 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
{1 If eheekect, Defendant is dot to be releued on bond uta the faUGWing No Contact 
Order is served OR, or tdped by, the DefenclaDt: 
As a Q91lditign of Boud. YOU, tHE PEfANDANI IN tHE May;: caUONW 
CASe, AU HEREBY ORDmtEP TQ HAYE NQ CO'NIACI DIRECTLY QR INWRBCTLX 
WITH IHE AU:gQEQ VICDMlSl: 
You shall not hat11!!3, follow. contact, attempt to contact, ccmmunieate with in any 'f'ottn~ 
or knowingly rema.in within 300 feet oftb.e alleged victim(9) or hislbet' property, residence, work 
or school. 
THIS ORDER WlLL :EXPIRE AT 11 :59 P,M ON THE _ DAY OF ___ -' 
20---, OR UPON DISMISSAL OF THE CASE. 
VIOLA nON OF THIS ORDER MAY BB PROSECUTED AS A SEPARATE CRIME 
UNDER Idaho Code RCtion 18~920 for which no bail will be set until you appear before It jud,p 
!U'ld is subject to 8. penalty of up to one (1) year in jailor up to a one thousand dollar ($1,000) 
fin~ or both. 
nus ORDER CAN BB MODIFIED ONLy BY A JUDGE AND WHEN MORE THAN 
ONE DOMESTIC VlO:LBNCB PROTECTION ORDER (Title 39, Chapter 62 of Idaho Code) IS 
IN PLACB THE MOST RESTRICTIVE PR.OVISION WILL CONTROL ANY CONFLICTING 
TERMS OF ANY OTHER. CML OR CRIMINAL PROTECTION ORDER. 
WARRANT OF AR.R.EST 2 
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.; 
4'/<' 
.",':fbe c. immediately give written notification to the records department of the 
. ~, 
/j6n Count "-.: f's Office of the issuance of this order. THE INFORMATION ON TIllS 
.' :fRDER SH\LL 3£ ENTERED lNTO THE IDAHO LAW ENFORCEMENT 
. I1'ELBCOMMUNIC1\TIONS SYSTEM. This order is entereC pursuant to Idaho Code section 
// 18 ... 920, and Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 (for felonies) 0 daho Mis eanor Criminal Rule 13 (for 
/ ~ '/ misdemeanors). 
, DATED this a day of JIJt¥-"'J#-""'--+-Y~~'-.~~fH....J~J .- ' 
RACB:WAM BYES:BRN 
I 
HEIGHT: 5'7" WEIGHT: 180 I Doa:
SS#: CR#: lU{-07..0020 AGENCY:DEA 
Officer: ALDINE Bad #: 
Last known Address: 811 N. ROBINSON RD., NAMPA, IDAHO; CANYON COUNTY 
DETPl'mON CENTER 
NCIC ENTRY: (Additional Levels Inclusive) 
_ Local 
_ Statewide 
_ Surrounding States 
_ Western United States 
_ Nationwide 
By:,_-...-___ _ 
Dated: ___ _ 
RETURN 0' S!RVICE 
I CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the above named Defendant 
atld b,;"ging i.nto this Court thi$ -l-L' of ~ , 2008. 
C30.:AIIkD'&~ PaM 1:l111l11 !.-70 IV 
Deputy Sheriffi'City Poli ani G 'f12 
State Policeman (;;J 
. iqSS 
WARRANT OF ARREST 3 
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
o CONT'D ARRAIGNMENT 0 FIRST APPEARANCE )2( ARRAIGNMENT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR- C,ro - \ 075 I \Y ~ C 
-vs-
At( \rt ~ (10 D () r<J I n 9lA Cd Gcrnt ~ J (' , 
Defenda t. 
~ Date y II y I DB 
~ Judge SChmidt 
o True Name 
Corrected Name: ~ Recording M03 J (LYL-ZL/LlJ 
APPEARANCES: 
t1 Defendant 4 Prosecutor e II i e- Sr' Cd CJ'?)C?\. 
o Defendant's Attorney _________ 0 Interpreter ___________ _ 
OFAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant failed to appear. It is Ordered 
o bench warrant issued. 0 bail on warrant $ ____ _ o bail forfeited. o referred to P.A. 
ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: Defendant )1 was informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by 
counsel. 
o requested court appOinted counsel. o waived right to counsel. 
o Indigency hearing held. 
o Court appointed public defender. 0 Court denied court-appointed counsel. 
o Arraignment continued to __ --==--_________ before Judge ______ _ 
Oto consult / retain counsel. 0 ;1 District Court Arraignment y I 1.5/ D-l\-C1-Ih"'C1----b-e-fo-re-J-u-d-g-e-rtof--~f,....---------
o PRELIMINARY HEARING: Statutory time waived: 0 Yes. 0 No. 0 Preliminary Hearing waived. 
Preliminary Hearing set before Judge ______ _ 
o ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: Defendant 
o was advised of effect of guilty plea and possible consequences. 
o entered plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
o Plea of guilty accepted by the court. 
o Defendant ordered to obtain 0 alcohol/drug 0 Misdemeanor PSI 0 domestic violence eval 
o aggression evaluation prior to sentencing date. 
o Sentencing continued to before Judge: _____ _ 
o ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: Case to be set for o court trial. o pretrial and jury trial. 
BAIL: State recommends _________ -=:--______________ _ 
---0 Released on written citation promise to appear. 10 Released on bond previously posted. 
o Released on own recognizance (O.R.). Remanded to the custody of the sheriff. 
o Released to pre-trial release officer. ' Bail set at $ S ("II 11,00 . 
o No Contact Order 0 Entered 0 Continued 0 Address Verified 
o Cases Consolidated 0 Corrected Address: _______________ _ 
OTHER: pc ~ l (' ~" \ 0 ct l\ 1 Hi (( 'n' 09 IS \!ocotfd o 
_....:(_" ..... 1..... !:1'_V"-'('--'..} .... k:....;8"-1"7_i.- ___ " Deputy Clerk 
ARRAIGNMENT I FIRST APPEARANCE 03/2007 
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
o ARRAIGNMENT o CONT'D ARRAIGNMENT 0 FIRST APPEARANCE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR- U~,-- I as/ It ~ 
o True Name 
Corrected Name: 
Date ____ 4...;..-.....;;},.....:1_-(.;;;...lJ.t:..S __ _ 
Judge ~I( 
Recording tl1.t L/fZi ;}-J/O l 
APPEARANCES: r ;/ j 
$Defendant gProsecutor G),42 /L I.ylrll/J-t 
o Defendant's Attorney _________ D Interpreter ___________ _ 
o FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant failed to appear. It is Ordered 
o bench warrant issued. 0 bail on warrant $ _____ , o bail forfeited. o referred to P.A. 
AD I EMENT OF RIGHTS: Defendant 
was informed of the charges against himlher and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by 
ounsel. 
JZlrequested court appointed counsel. 
,E)lndigency hearing held. 
o waived right to counsel. 
~Court appointed public defender. 0 Court denied court-appointed counsel. 
D Arraignment continued to __ -==--_________ before Judge ______ _ 
Oto consult 1 retain counsel. 0 [i District Court Arraignment as c,d: 'ij.r-~-Jr.C-4-:-) --'-~]-A-,....,--be-f-Or-e-J-U-dg-e--:--:--f'rf---------' 
D~RELIMINARY HEARING: Statutory time Jaived: 0 Yes. 0 No. Preliminary Hearing waived. 
Preliminary Hearing set _______________ before Judge ______ _ 
o ENTRY OF GUlL TV PLEA: Defendant 
o was advised of effect of guilty plea and possible consequences. 
o entered plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
D Plea of guilty accepted by the court. 
D Defendant ordered to obtain D alcohol/drug 0 Misdemeanor PSI 0 domestic violence eval 
D aggression evaluation prior to sentencing date. 
D Sentencing continued to before Judge: _____ _ 
o ENTRY OF NOT GUlL TV PLEA: Case to be set for o court trial. o pretrial and jury trial. 
BAIL: State recommends --:-__ -:-_____ --;:::::;-:::--:-_--:-_:---:-_________ ' 
o Released on written citation promise to appear. D Released on bond previously posted. 
D Released on own recognizance (O.R.). )ZJ Remanded to the custody of the sheriff. 
D Released to pre-trial release officer. Zf Bail set at $ '5 C ( (J C(() ~ 
D No Contact Order 0 Entered D Continued D 'Address Verified 
D Cases Consolidated D Corrected Address: _______________ _ 
OTHER: _________________________________________________________ _ 
_
______ -'-/...,-, .... 1-' ~.,.;; ... ,to.;;/;.::;.L-/ _, Deputy Clerk 
It::::r-
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO/or 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of the above-named applicant and it appearing to 
be a proper case, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Canyon County Public Defender be, and hereby is, appointed for 
o THE MAnER SHAll BE SET FOR ------=~.....",..,"---___l''l:____.,''--_I_---
Signed: --f-~----:"---t-r-t--r--
tfV 
din Custody - Bond $ s: CDq CO!) . L/ 
.AJ Released: D O.R. 
D on bond previously posted 
o to Pre Trial Release 
Juvenile: 0 In Custody o Released to _______________ _ 
o No Contact Order entered. 
o Cases consolidated. 
o Discovery provided by State. 
o Interpreter required. 
o Additional charge of FT A. 
Original--Court File 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
Yellow-Public Defender 
000025 
Pink--Prosecuting Attorney 
2/06 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: RENAE J. HOFF DATE: April 25, 2008 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) COURT MINUTE 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO: CR2008-10516*C 
) 
vs. ) TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
) 
ALBELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, ) REPORTED BY: Carole Bull 
) 
Defendant. ) DCRT3 (10:02-10:11) 
--------------------------) 
This having been the time heretofore set for arraignment in the above entitled 
matter, the State was represented by Mr. Gearld L. Wolff and Mr. Aaron Bazzoli, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorneys for Canyon County, and the defendant was personally present 
with counsel, Mr. Alex Briggs. 
The Court determined the defendant's true name is charged and advised the 
defendant that an Indictment had been filed April 11, 2008 charging him with the felony 
offenses of Conspiracy to Traffick in Cocaine in Count I which alleged a 
conspiracy with other named persons with a total of forty two (42) over acts which 
carried a maximum possible penalty of life imprisonment, a $100,000.00 fine and a 
mandatory minimum upon a conviction of not less than ten (10) years imprisonment 
and not less than a $25,000.00 fine; Trafficking in Cocaine Counts II through X 
COURT MINUTE 
April 25, 2008 
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alleged more than 28 grams, but less than 200 grams, each of which carried a 
maximum possible penalty of life imprisonment, a $100,000.00 fine and a mandatory 
minimum upon a conviction of not less than three (3) years imprisonment and not less 
than a $10,000.00 fine and said sentences could be ordered to run consecutive; 
Trafficking in Cocaine Counts VI and VII alleged more than 200 grams, but less 
than 400 grams, each of which carried a maximum possible penalty of life 
imprisonment, a $100,000.00 fine and a mandatory minimum upon a conviction of not 
less than five (5) years imprisonment and not less than a $15,000.00 fine and said 
sentences could be ordered to run consecutive; and Trafficking in Cocaine Counts 
VIII through XII alleged more than 400 grams each of which carried a maximum 
possible penalty of life imprisonment, a $100,000.00 fine and a mandatory minimum 
upon a conviction of not less than ten (10) years imprisonment and not less than a 
$25,000.00 fine and said sentences could be ordered to run consecutive. 
The Court determined the defendant understood the charges, the possible 
penalties and waived formal reading of the Indictment. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant entered a plea of not guilty and 
demanded speedy trial. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff requested a ten (10) day trial setting. 
The Court set this matter for pretrial conference on June 30, 2008 at 1 :30 p.m. 
before Judge Petrie and jury trial commencing August 12, 2008 at 9:30 a.m. for ten 
(10) days before Judge Petrie. 
COURT MINUTE 
April 25, 2008 
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The defendant was remanded into the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff 
pending further proceedings, or the posting of bond. 
COURT MINUTE 
April 25, 2008 
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Deputy Clerk 
• • 4 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
,~**** 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CR08-l05l6 
) 
) MOTION FOR ORDER TO PRODUCE 
) GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, The above named defendant, by and through his attorney of 
record, ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and moves this 
Court for an Order to produce the record of the Grand Jury proceedings leading to an Indictment 
of the above named defendant in this matter on Apri1l0, 2008. 
THIS MOTION is made pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Rules of Criminal 
Procedure 6(b), 6(c) and 6(e). 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO PRODUCE 
GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT - 1 000029 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho, on this date. 
Dated this 7£ day of April, 2008. 
ALE NDER B. BRIGGS 
Attorney for Defendant 
Residing at Caldwell, Idaho 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO PRODUCE 0 030 
GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT - 2 0 0 
· . -
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
F 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
\11 RODRIGUEZ. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
**,~,~* 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
DISQUALIFICA TION 
------------------------~) 
COMES NOW, The above named defendant, by and through his attorney of 
record, ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, pursuant to Rule 
25 (a) of the Idaho Criminal Rules and disqualifies the Honorable James C. Morfitt from presiding 
in the above entitled action. 
THIS MOTION is made and based upon Rule 25(a) of the Idaho Criminal Rules 
which states that such disqualification is automatic. 
MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
000031 
· . -
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho, on this date. 
Dated this 2 g day of April, 2008. 
MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
DISQUALIFICA TION - 2 
EXANDER B. BRIGGS 
Attorney for Defendant 
Residing at Caldwell, Idaho 
000032 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
F I A,bLIi2M. 
APRisT~ 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
M RODRIGUEZ, DepUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CR08-10516 
) 
) 
) 
) MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR 
) RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE 
) AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the defendant, by and through his attorney, ALEXANDER B. 
BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable Court 
for entry of its Order releasing the defendant on defendant's own recognizance or reducing bail. 
THIS MOTION is made on the grounds that the offense with which defendant 
is charged is a bailable offense; that the bail now set is excessive; and that bail is unnecessary in 
that the defendant can be safely released on defendant's own recognizance. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
000033 
THIS MOTION is based on the pleadings, papers, records and files in the above 
entitled action. 
NOTICE OF HEARING: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that attorney for 
Defendant will bring on for hearing the above Motion before the above entitled Court on the 2nd 
day of May, 2008, at the hour of 9:00 o'clock, a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho, on this date. 
Dated this rzJ day of April, 2008. 11 
tP#V!~~ 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
000034 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
F f AL~9.M 
APR 29 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
8 RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
ORDER TO PRODUCE GRAND 
JURY TRANSCRIPT 
--------------------------~) 
The above named defendant having filed a Motion for an Order to produce the 
record of the Grand Jury proceeding leading to the Indictment of the above named defendant 
which was held on April 10,2008, and good cause appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that a transcript of the 
Grand Jury proceedings held on April 10, 2008, be prepared within forty-two (42) days of the date 
of this Order. A jury trial is set on this matter on August 12,2008. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that: 
1. Upon receipt of the transcripts, the Court Clerk will lodge and certify 
delivery of one copy to the Prosecuting Attorney. The Prosecuting Attorney shall have five (5) 
ORDER TO PRODUCE GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT - b00035 
working days to review the transcript and file any objection to any portion of the transcript or 
request the redaction of any part of the transcript. If there is an objection, the Court will review 
the transcript in camera and make any necessary deletions. Such record will be sealed for review 
by an appellate court. 
2. In the absence of an objection by the Prosecuting Attorney to the 
completed transcript within the five (5) working days, the Court Clerk is to file a copy with the 
Court and certify delivery of a copy of the transcript to the defendant's attorney. 
3. The transcript shall be furnished to defendant's attorney as soon as possible, 
but it shall be furnished no later than ten (10) days before trial. 
4. The above named defendant is represented by the Canyon County Public 
Defender and said transcript is to be provided at the expense of the County. 
5. All copies of the Grand Jury Transcript are to be returned to the Clerk for 
sealing. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that all such transcripts of Grand Jury testimony 
are to be used exclusively by the said attorneys in preparation for the defense of said case. None 
of the material may be copied or disclosed to any person other than the attorneys, their deputies, 
assistants, associates or witnesses, without specific authorization by the Court. Counsel may 
discuss the contents of the transcript with their client or witnesses, but may not release the 
transcripts themselves. 
go 
Dated this d day of April, 
ORDER TO PRODUCE GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT060036 
CER TIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
following: 
I hereby certify that I served true and correct copies of the foregoing document upon the 
Canyon County Prosecutor 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, ID 83606-0606 
Theresa Randall 
Transcript Clerk 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
--) C{ 
Dated this -LL day of April, 2008. 
i 
WILLIAM H. HURST, CLERK 
11ft I <--'-)(~£ '\./----By ________ ~--~------------
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER TO PRODUCE GRAND JURY TRANSCRIP60'0037 
dt 
DA VID L. YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
M RODRIGUEZ, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO DOMINUGEZ GOMEZ 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------) 
CASE NO. CR0810516 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
COMES NOW, GEARLD L. WOLFF, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for the 
County of Canyon, State of Idaho, and moves the Court to disqualify the Honorable Gordon 
W. Petrie, District Judge, from the presiding in the above entitled action. 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 1 
H:\MOTION.ORDIGOMEZ DQM.wpd 
000038 
This Motion is made pursuant to Rule 25 of the Idaho Criminal Rules. 
DATED Thi~f April, 2008. 
~A4ti~ ARLD L. WOLFF 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION 
TO DISQUALIFY was delivered to the basket of the Public Defender, attorney for the 
defendant, Clerk's Office, Canyon County Courthouse, and to the Honorable Gordon W. 
Petrie, on this~<iY of April, 2008. 
~21~ GEARLDLWOLFF 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 2 
H;\MOTION.ORDIGOMEZ DQM.wpd 
000039 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION 
The defendant having filed a Motion for Automatic Disqualification pursuant to 
Rule 2S(a) of the Idaho Criminal Rules and such disqualification being automatic; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the Honorable 
James C. Morfitt is disqualified from presiding in the above entitled action. 
Dated this(~l day of April 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
000040 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served true and correct copies of the foregoing document 
upon the following: 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ill 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
802 Arthur Street 
Caldwell, ill 83605 
Dan Kessler 
Trial Court Administrator 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ill 83605 
by placing a copy of the same in their respective baskets on the Second Floor Clerk's Office at 
the Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho. 
Dated this ~ day of April, 2008. 
WILLIA~M~' ~URST, CLERK 
By:· ~ 
6eputyClk 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION - 2 
000041. 
t 
!'~"14" ,* •• F 
dt 
____ ;.\.:'.;1_" 
APR 3 0 2008 
CANYON COUNTY 
B RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR0810516 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
---------------------------) 
A Motion to Disqualify having been filed in the above matter and pursuant to 
Rule 25 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Gordon 
W. Petrie, District Judge, be disqualified from the bove entitled matter. 
DATED This A day of {L 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 1 
H:\MOTION,ORD\GOMEZ DQO,wpd 
000042 
o 
\ 
_F_' ~.~~J'9o liM. 
MAY 052008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
C ATKINSON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
-vs- ) 
) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR.,) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2008-10S16*C 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICA nON 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Renae Hoff, District Judge for the Third 
Judicial District in the State of Idaho, is disqualified from the above entitled case pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 2S(c), based upon Judicial Canon 3 E.1. 
DATED: 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION 
Renae Hoff ,J '-'4~ , ',' . \ 
District Judge " 
1 
000043 
.. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order of 
Disqualification was forwarded to the following persons on this -5- day of ~2008. 
David L. Young 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
1115 Albany st. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Wiebe & F ouser 
Public Defender 
P. O. Box 606 
Caldwell,ID 83606 
Dan Kessler 
Trial Court Administrator 
1115 Albany St. 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION 
d /J-dzLtlYIL 
Deputy lerk of the Courts 
2 
000044 
f '''"'' 
_
_ , L:<'I:L)o 
A.M,L P.M. 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
MAY 1 2 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
a RAY",!!, di!purv 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) CASE NO. CR08-10516 
) 
) 
) 
) MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR 
) RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE 
) AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the defendant, by and through his attorney, ALEXANDER B. 
BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable Court 
for entry of its Order releasing the defendant on defendant's own recognizance or reducing bail. 
THIS MOTION is made on the grounds that the offense with which defendant 
is charged is a bailable offense; that the bail now set is excessive; and that bail is unnecessary in 
that the defendant can be safely released on defendant's own recognizance. 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
000045 
• 
THIS MOTION is based on the pleadings, papers, records and files in the above 
entitled action. 
NOTICE OF HEARING: NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that attorney for 
Defendant will bring on for hearing the above Motion before the above entitled Court on the 
16th day of May, 2008, at the hour of 9:00 o'clock, a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 
heard. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON 
COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho, on this date. 
Datedthis l~dayofMay,2008. b~. tt\". 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEASE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
000046 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: MAY 19,2008 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ABELARDO RAMOS DOMINGUEZ, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
----------------------------) ) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMES, JR., ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
----------------------------) 
COURT MINUTE 
CASE NO: CR2008-1 0493-C 
DCRT 4 (1010-1029) 
CASE NO. CR2008-10516-C 
REPORTED BY: Nancy Christiansen 
M & M Reporting Services 
This having been the time heretofore set for status conference in the above entitled matters, 
the State was represented by, Mr. Gearld Wolff, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, 
Idaho; and the defendants were present in court and represented by Mr. Eric Baldwin and Ms. Heidi 
Koonce, respectively. Mr. Jared Clark, certified court interpreter, was present to assist Mr. 
Dominguez. 
COURT MINUTE 
MAY 19. ~008 
000047 
The Court called the cases and noted they were each set for a ten (10) day jury trial and 
inquired of counsel as to whether the Court could try them together. 
Mr. Baldwin requested the cases be tried separately and presented argument. Additionally, 
Mr. Dominguez would stand on his right to a speedy trial. 
Ms. Koonce informed the Court that the handling attorney, Mr. Briggs, felt that consolidation 
of the cases was not appropriate at this time. Further, Mr. Gomez would stand on his speedy trial 
rights. 
The Court indicated it would not make a decision as to whether to consolidate the cases at 
this time and would leave that option open. 
Mr. Wolff informed the Court the State had not moved to consolidate the matters and would 
not be moving to do so at this time and presented argument in support of separate trials. 
The Court noted that speedy ran in both cases on the 22nd day of October, 2008. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff indicated he had been in negotiations with Mr. 
Baldwin but not with Mr. Briggs. Further, the State intended to up wire tap evidence in its case. Mr. 
Wolff believed there was a 50150 change Mr. Dominguez's case would proceed to trial and an 80/20 
change that Mr. Gomez's would proceed to trial. 
The Court stated it would contact the Trial Court Administrator to figure out how to 
accomplish speedy trial in both cases. 
Mr. Wolff advised the Court he was in trial on a Federal case from the 22nd of August 
through the 20th of September and would be unavailable. 
The Court noted that two (2) motions for bond reduction had been filed by defense counsel. 
Mr. Baldwin presented argument in support of his motion. 
COURT MINUTE 
MAY 19,2008 
2 
0048 
Mr. Wolff objected and presented argument. 
Ms. Koonce presented argument in support of her motion. 
Mr. Wolff objected and presented argument. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff indicated the street value of the Cocaine seized 
was 2.5 million. 
The Court granted the motions and reduced the bond in each case to 2.5 million. 
The Court indicated that since all parties wished to try these matters separately, the Court 
would not consolidate the cases. 
The defendant's were remanded to the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff pending further 
proceedings or posting of the bond. 
COURT MINUTE 
MAY 19,2008 
3 
000049 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. or 
Plaintiff. 
-vs-
FILED'). 11 - tfS AT Ie: ""'x /1 .M. 
CLERK ') OF fHE DISTRICT COURT 
BY J./ - ell ' Deputy 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
t1l 1 -, v l' ---- ( Case No. \::. (--:....('1/) - 0 0 l U-~ C-
COMMITMENT ON BOND 
----------------------------------) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the abave-named Defendant be committed to the custody of the 
Sheriff of Canyon County. Idaho: 
o Bond having been set in the sum of $_~,...... _____ . 
cf ~nd having been 0 lnaeased E?~uced' -to the sum of $ ,J -5" inu_,,[lth1 
o Defendant shall report to the Pre-Trial Release Office if bond Is posted. 
o Defendant shall have no contact with victim whether or not bond is posted. 
o Defendant shall not operate or be in the front seat of any motor vehicle if bond is posted. 
o Other: 
-----------------------------------------------
Oated: ___ ...... )'-/ .... 1_1 q..l...-l"l..:::lJ ..... ,~ __ _ ./.1[' .,' ~~ Signed: ~1  _ . .,....., 
Judge 
o Dispatch 
COMMITMENT ON BOND '10/98 
000050 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
--------------------------~) 
CASE NO. CR08·10516 
EX PARTE MOTION TO 
ALLOW DEFENDANT TO 
REVIEW GRAND JURY 
TRANSCRIPT AT THE JAIL 
COMES NOW, the defendant by and through his attorney, ALEXANDER B. 
BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and moves this court for an order allowing 
the defendant to review the Grand Jury Transcript at the Canyon County Jail and to immediately 
return in to his attorney upon completion of review said transcript. This motion is brought for 
the following reasons: 
1. The defendant needs to review the. transcript to be fully aware of the evidence 
against him; 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW DEFENDANT 
TO REVIEW GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT 
ATTHEJAIL-l 000051. 
2. The transcript is too lengthy to require defense counsel to sit with the 
defendant as he reads it. 
Dated this /[., ~ day of July, 2008. 
ALE~~ 
Attorney for defendant 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW DEFENDANT 
TO REVIEW GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT 
A T THE JAIL - 2 
052 
ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
CANYON COUNTY CLt£Rt< 
M RODRIGUEZ, oEPiirv 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
***** 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
EX PARTE ORDER ALLOWING 
TEMPORARY RELEASE OF 
GRAND JURY TRANSCRIPT 
TO DEFENDANT AT 
CANYON COUNTY JAIL 
An ex parte motion having been filed and good cause appearing therefrom; 
THIS ORDER DOES ORDER that the Grand Jury Transcript in this matter may 
be temporarily released to defendant at the Canyon County Jail. Once the defendant has 
reviewed said transcript, the defendant is ordered to immediately return said transcript to the 
Canyon County Public Defender's office. 
Dated this 2~Jf. day of July, 2008. 
THOMAS J. RYAN, DIstnct Judge 
EX PARTE ORDER - 1 
000053 
F A.~ ~:lQ9.M. 
SEP 252008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
o TORGERSEN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
Case No. CR 2008-10516*C 
-vs- ) 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
ORDER 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR. ) 
) 
) Reporter: th;1 ~1 £&14 
Tape Nos. _~,.zT~ _],.0'1) Defendant. ) 
---------------------------) 
Date: September 25, 2008 
Appearances: State: ~~ Defen~ PD· f. /J-."jj~ 
Defendant Present [?'Yes 0 No 
Proceedings: 
1. This case is set for a 10 day jury trial set to commence at 9:00 A.M. on 
October 20-31, 2008 before Senior Judge Dennis E. Goff or a previously 
designated alternate judge. 
~ Defendant is aware of the trial setting. 
o State certified that the case was ready for trial on the date scheduled. 
o Defense certified that the case was ready for trial on the date scheduled. 
o Other: -----------------,~~To~-----------------Trial Counsel for the State is: (,. 
______ ~~~~=w~---------------
Trial Counsel for the Defense is: 
------~~~+------------------o Trial Counsel is responsible for complian with this pretrial order. 
2. Discovery: 
1 
000054 
3. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
State certified that all material required to be disclosed to the defense has 
been disclosed, or 
Trial Counsel for the State will personally determine that all material 
required to be disclosed has, in fact, been disclosed NL T _____ _ 
State advised that all discovery due from Defendant has been received. or 
The following discovery has not been received: 
o Defendant's response to discovery 
o Response to request for notice of alibi defense 
o Other: ___________________ _ 
c:f" Defense ordered to respond not later than 7 days from PTC. 
Defense advised that all discovery due from State has been received~,l-­
The following discovery has not been received: 
o State's response to discovery 
o Other: ________________ .,--__ _ 
o State ordered to respond not later than 7 days from PTe. 
Al)'lio & Video Tapes ...(11 
[if State certified that there are: __ audio and __ video tape recordings. 
o State advised that copies of all audio and video tapes have been provided 
o 
to Defendant, or 
__ audio and __ video tape recordings have not been provided to 
the defendant for the following reasons: 
o Defense has not provided State with blank tapes 
o Other: _________________ _ 
o Defense ordered to provide the state the required number of tapes 
/' within 2 business days of the pre-trial conference 
[l State ordered to provide defense with copies of the audio & video 
tapes within 5 business days thereafter 
Other: 
-----------------------
o 
o Each Trial Counsel shall personally review all audio and video tapes not 
later than 14 days from the date of the pretrial conference. 
o If either party desires to introduce all or any portion of any audio or video 
tapes at trial, the party desiring to utilize such tape shall give notice of 
their intent to offer such tape or tapes, and: 
o If the offering party intends to offer less than the entire tape, then 
such party shall provide the opposing party with a redacted copy of 
the tape intended to be offered; 
o Unless the parties stipulate to the admission of such audio or video 
tapes in their entirety, or as redacted, as the case may be, the 
offering party must file and notice a motion in limine to resolve 
any disputed issues NL T 5 days prior to trial. 
2 
000055 
4. States Witnesses: 
~ State's Witnesses are under subpoena and available? Yes ~o 
5. Jury Instructions: 
ti" Each party shall file and serve any requested jury instructions NLT 5 days 
prior to trial. 
6. Notification to the Court: 
"" Each Counsel shall provide the Court and serve upon the opposing party 
NL T 2 business days prior to trial a written list of the witnesses that party 
expects to call at trial. 
o The Defendant shall contact his trial defense counsel NLT 12:00 o'clock 
noon on the last business day prior to the scheduled trial date to discuss 
any last minute developments in the case. 
o Each Trial Counsel shall contact the Court's secretary at 454-7371 NLT 
3 :00 p.m. on the last business day preceding trial to advise as to the status 
of the case. 
6. Other: 1) this case is set for a status conference to be heard at .m. 
____ , 2008; 2) defendant and trial counsel for each side will be present at 
8:30 a.m. on the date scheduled for trial to address any necessary matters; 3) 
THE PARTIES ARE NOTIFIED THAT FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS 
PRETRIAL ORDER SHALL RESULT IN THE IMPOSITION OF SANCTIONS 
DATED: q~/~ /,~ 
RECEIVED & ACKNOWLEDGED: 
The State ofldaho 
BY __________ _ 
Thomas J. Ryan 
District Judge 
Defendant 
BY __________ _ 
3 
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ab 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
OCT' 5 2008 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B RAYNE. DEPUiV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, The plaintiff by and through its attorney, GEARLD L. WOLFF, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and the defendant by and through his attorney, ALEXANDER 
B. BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and agree that the Jury Trial set for 
October 17,2008, in the above entitled matter be continued. 
Dated this I Lf~y of October, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant 
STIPULA nON TO CONTINUE - 1 
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ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
8 RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Canyon ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
DEFENDANT'S WAIVER OF 
STATUTORY RIGHT TO 
SPEEDY TRIAL 
I, ABELARDO GOMEZ, the above named defendant, hereby waive my statutory 
right to a speedy trial in the above entitled proceeding. I understand that I have the right to be 
brought to trial within six (6) months from the date of my arraignment, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§19-3501(2), the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Idaho. If 
I am not brought to trial within the statutory period of time, I have a right to have my case 
dismissed unless I personally or through my attorney waive the statutory time limit. 
DEFENDANT'S WAIVER - 1 
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I have been fully advised by my attorney of the right set forth above; I fully 
understand this right and I hereby voluntarily, freely, intentionally and knowingly waive my 
statutory right to a speedy trial pursuant to Idaho Code §19-3501(2) and any and all Constitu-
tional rights which pertain to my right to a speedy trial. 
Dated this ~day of October, 2008. 
~h~,. 
LARD 0 GOMEZ 
c.)( 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this / (y day of October, 2008. 
Notary P ic for Ida 0 
Residing at: IIp)Uoi.CL tf. 
My Commission Expires: (t· ,](c - ;) () / ;;... 
I, ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS, Canyon County Public Defender, representing the 
Defendant in the above entitled action, stipulate to the waiver of the statutory right to a speedy 
trial in this proceeding. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing DEFENDANT'S WAIVER OF STATUTORY RIGHT TO 
SPEEDY TRIAL was delivered to the office of THE CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY, by placing a copy in the basket in the Clerk's Office, Second Floor, Canyon 
County Courthouse, 1115 Albany, Caldwell, Idaho, 83605, this date. 
~ Dated this ~day of October, 2008. 
DEFENDANT'S WAIVER - 2 
A E ANDER B. BRIGG 
Attorney for Defendant 
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ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
OCT 162008 
:;ANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T SANCHEZ. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
>',**** 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR08-10516 
Plaintiff, ORDER 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
Upon stipulation of the parties, and good cause appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER That the Jury Trial 
:.:2-/311.. 
heretofore set in "the above matter for October 17, 2008, is continued to the _ day of 
UbtUtiy -: 2001. at the hour of q'(J() o'clock, ~_m_ before the Honorable 
f/Urnll(;J, . Kyaa . 
( OCT 162008 
Dated this __ day of October, 2008. 
,? '" t'~0..-'/· i "\ 
District Judge ) 
ORDER-l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served true and correct copies of the foregoing document 
upon the following: 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
by placing a copy of the same in their respective baskets on the Second Floor Clerk's Office at 
the Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho. 
Dated this Jt. day of October, 2008. 
WILLIAM H. HURST, CLERK 
By: J ~ltJlC1V/ 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER- 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: JANUARY 6, 2009 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR., ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------------------) 
COURT MINUTE 
CASE NO: CR2008-10516-C 
DCRT4 (301-306) 
REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders 
This having been the time heretofore set for pre trial in the above entitled matter, the 
State was represented by, Mr. Gearld Wolff, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, 
Idaho; and the defendant was present in court and represented by Mr. Alex Briggs. 
The Court called the case and inquired of counsel as to the status. 
Mr. Briggs advised the Court a resolution had been reached in this matter, however, the 
parties would be requesting this matter be set for a change of plea hearing to allow for the 
preparation of a Rule 11 agreement. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Briggs advised the Court the defendant would be 
pleading to three (3) counts each carrying a mandatory minimum sentence of five (5) years 
imprisonment. However, the parties were agreeing to an eight (8) year fixed sentence with the 
COURT MINUTE 
JANUARY 6, 2009 
000062 
indetenninate portion of the sentence open for argument. Further, the sentences were to run 
concurrent with a prior Possession of a Controlled Substance charge. Additionally, the State 
was agreeing to file no additional Federal charges based on the facts of this case. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant indicated that was his understanding of 
the agreement and he was agreeable to that resolution. 
Mr. Briggs further advised the Court that the plea agreement was contingent upon the 
father receiving a five (5) years fixed sentence. 
Mr. Wolff indicated that the father's sentence was not a part of the agreement in this 
matter. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff indicated he would prepare an amended 
Indictment and the Rule 11 agreement. 
The Court set this matter for a change of plea on the 13th day of January, 2009 at 3:30 
p.m. before this Court. 
The defendant was remanded to the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff pending 
further proceedings or posting of the bond. 
COURT MINUTE 
JANUARY 6, 2009 
Dep'ity Clerk 
2 
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c 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: JANUARY 13, 2009 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR., ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COURT MINUTE 
CASE NO: CR2008-10516-C 
DCRT4 (338-356) 
REPORTED BY: Kim Saunders 
This having been the time heretofore set for change of plea in the above entitled matter, 
the State was represented by, Mr. Gearld Wolff, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon 
County, Idaho; and the defendant was present in court and represented by Mr. Alex Briggs. 
The Court called the case and reviewed prior proceedings. 
Mr. Briggs presented the Court with a Rule 11 agreement. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff indicated he did not have an amended 
Indictment. Therefore, Mr. Wolff requested the Court amend page 2 of the Indicated, via 
interlineation, to reflect 200 grams instead of 400 grams and that would reduce the mandatory 
minimum sentence. 
The Court amended the Indictment as requested. 
COURT MINUTE 
JA;-..IUARY 13.2009 
1 
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In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff agreed that the defendant would be pleading 
to count I, VI and VII. Further, the mandatory minimum sentence was five (5) years with a 
mandatory minimum tine of $15,000.00 and the maximum sentence was up to life with the 
maximum fine being $100,000.00. 
The defendant was placed under oath by the clerk. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the person present indicated he was the defendant. 
Further, he had signed both the Guilty Plea Advisory and the Rule 11 agreement. Additionally, 
the defendant understood that he would be pleading to three (3) felony offenses and that by 
entering those pleas, he would be waiving his right to a jury trial and any possible defenses he 
might have to those charges. 
The Court determined the defendant had sufficient time to discuss this matter with his 
attorney and that no one had placed any pressure on him or promised him anything to induce him 
to enter his guilty pleas. 
The Court advised the defendant the penalty for the charges was a mandatory minimum 
of five (5) years in the state penitentiary with a maximum of up to life and a fine of up to 
$100,000.00, of which $15,000.00 was mandatory. Further, according to the Rule 11 agreement, 
no further State or Federal charges would be brought against the defendant and that the parties 
agreed to imposition of eight (8) years fixed on each count, to run concurrently, with the 
indeterminate portion of the sentence open for argument. 
COCRT MINUTE 
JANL'ARY 13,2009 
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The Court noted that the agreement was for the defendant to waive his Rule 35 rights on 
the fixed portion, however, he would be able to exercise that right if he did not agree with the 
indeterminate portion. Further, the defendant would be waiving his appeal rights. 
The Court stated its intention, at this time, was to accept the Rule 11 agreement. 
However, the Court reserved its right not to accept the agreement if it did not believe it was 
appropriate after a review of the Presentence Investigation Report. 
The Court examined the defendant and determined he had completed the 9th grade, he 
read, wrote, and understood the English language, his initials were on the Guilty Plea Advisory, 
and any questions had been fully answered by his attorney. Further, the defendant did not have 
any mental health issues, was not taking any medication, he was entering his plea voluntarily, he 
understood the proceedings, and needed no further time with his attorney. 
The Court advised the defendant that by pleading to these three (3) felonies, if the 
defendant were to be charged with any other felonies, a persistent violator charge could be filed. 
If so charged, the sentence was enhanced to a minimum sentence of five (5) years up to a 
maximum of life in the state penitentiary. 
The Court reviewed count VI of the Indictment and in answer to the Court's inquiry, the 
defendant stated he was guilty. 
The Court reviewed count VII of the Indictment and in answer to the Court's inquiry, the 
defendant stated he was guilty. 
The Court reviewed count I of the Indictment. 
COURT MINUTE 
JANUARY 13.2009 
3 
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[n answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff believed the State would only have to prove 
one (1) of the overt acts and suggested the Court review page 4, #14, #15, #16, #17, #18, and #19 
as they were all within the dates to which he had plead guilty on the prior two (2) counts. 
The Court continued reviewing count I of the Indictment. 
The defendant indicated he was guilty of those overt acts. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Briggs indicated there was a factual basis for the 
plea. 
The Court ordered a Presentence Investigation Report and set this matter for sentencing 
on the 16th day of March, 2009 at 3:00 p.m. before this Court. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, neither counsel had anything further for the Court to 
address. 
The defendant was remanded to the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff pending 
further proceedings or posting of the bond. 
COURT MINUTE 
JANUARY 13.2009 
4 
Deputy <tlerk 
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ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
802 Arthur Street 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
F I L r= 
----A.M t:.1·~ 0 ·-~P.M. 
JAN 132009 
CANYON COUNTY 
o TORGERSEN, D~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff, CASE NO. CR2008-10516 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ, JR., 
CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE 11 AND BINDING PLEA 
AGREEMENT 
Defendant. 
COME NOW, GEARLD L. WOLFF, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon 
County, the defendant, ABELARDO GOMEZ,JR., personally, and by and through his attorney, 
ALEXANDER B. BRIGGS, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and hereby enter into 
this plea agreement pursuant to Rule 11(d)(1)(c) of the Idaho Criminal Rules. 
1. The defendant, ABELARDO GOMEZ, JR., will enter a plea of guilty to: 
Count I as amended and Counts VI and VII, with the remaining charges to be dismissed. 
2. No additional State or Federal charges will be brought against the defendant. 
CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY - 1 000068 
3. That all parties hereto agree the appropriate sentence to be imposed upon the 
defendant is a sentence of eight (8) years, fixed, with an open indeterminate sentence (to be argued 
by both sides) to run concurrent with each other as well as with the defendant's prior felony, 
currently in probation violation status. 
4. Defendant waives his right to file Motion for sentence modification to reduce 
sentence pursuant to Rule 35, Idaho Criminal Rules at least as to the fixed portion of the sentence, 
but reserves his right to file for Rule 35 relief on the indeterminate portion. 
5. Defendant waives right to appeal of the conviction. 
6. The parties hereto agree to be bound by the terms set forth above. 
7. The parties agree that if the Court ultimately rejects this plea agreement, any 
statements made by the defendant after execution of this agreement, in mitigation towards 
sentence, will not be used as evidence by the State, with the sole exception that it may be used to 
impeach the defendant if he testifies in an inconsistent manner to said statements. 
8. That should the Court accept the plea agreement as hereinbefore set forth, the 
Court will follow and implement the sentence as herein agreed upon. Should the Court reject 
this plea agreement, then the Court will give defendant the opportunity to withdraw the plea of 
guilty and this matter will be set for trial. 
~ I~'~ 
Dated this ~ day of January, 2009. 
",;f;~~- Z2T~ 
ABELARDO GOMEi7]R: 
Defendant 
CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY - 2 000069 
) 
Attorney for Defendant 
CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY - 3000 ....... 0/0 
UBLIC DEFENDER 
~"",,-,TING ATTORNEY 
GUlL TV PLEA ADVISORY 
Defendant's Name: &6{ tQvAo '}). Cx:.rV"')~ 6! 0V--. 
_F_-,' A.k E;J~9M. 
JAN 13 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
o TORGERSEN, DEPUTY 
Date: l ( I ?, l °1 Case Number: cR or-I 0 5lJo 
Nature of Charge(s): Minimum & Maximum Possible Penalty: 
C U IASV' v' ,,( i 'fu 1\f. (f~. L k 
2- (c\J\/\ \-sfuf-h ck; ~ 
Co C G(p/\ e-: 
STATEMENT OF RIGHTS & EXPLANATION OF WAIVERS By PLEA OF GUILTY 
(PLEASE INITIAL EACH RESPONSE) 
1. You have the right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything 
about the. crime(s) you are accused of committing. If you elected to have 
a trial, the state could not call you as a witness or ask you any questions. 
However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in 
court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to remain silent 
before and during trial. /\ f) . 
---
2. The waiver of your right to remain silent only applies to your plea of guilty 
to the crime(s) in this case. Even after pleading guilty, you will still have 
the right to refuse to answer any question or to provide any information 
that might tend to show you committed some other crime(s). You can also 
refuse to answer or provide any information that might tend to increase the 
punishment for the crime(s) to which you are pleading guilty. 
I understand that by pleading guilty to the crime(s) in this case, I still have 
the right to remain silent with respect to any other crime{s) and with 
respect to answering questions or providing information that may increase 
my sentence. ,A y . 
3. You have the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an 
attorney and cannot pay for one, you can ask the judge for an attorney 
who will be paid by the county. 
4. You are presumed to be innocent. You would be found guilty if: 1) you 
plead guilty in front of the judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury trial. 
000071 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to be presumed 
innocent. A b; 
5. You have the right to a speedy and public jury trial. A jury trial is a court 
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) 
brought against you. In a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence 
in your defense and to testify in your own defense. The state must 
convince each and every one of the jurors of your guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to a speedy and 
public jury trial. 14 J2 
! 
6. You have the right to confront the witnesses against you. This occurs 
during a jury trial where the state must prove its case by calling witnesses 
to testify under oath in front of you, the jury, and your attorney. Your 
attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You could 
also call your own witnesses of your choosing to testify concerning your 
guilt or innocence. If you do not have the funds to bring those witnesses 
to court, the state will pay the cost of bringing your witnesses to court. 
I understand that by pleading guilty I am waiving my right to confront the 
witnesses against me, an present witnesses and evidence in my defense. 
/t{) . 
/// 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PLEA 
(Please answer every question. If you do not understand a question 
consult your attorney before answering.) 
1. Do you read and write the English language? 
If not, have you been provided with an interpreter to 
help you fill out this form? 
2. What is your age? 2~ 
3. What is your true and legal name? 
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE 
·~NO 
YES NO 
Bke luvdv l)QIM-''1V C; ~c~) Sv, 
4. What was the highest grade you completed? OJ 11> . 
If you did not complete high school, have you received 
either a general education diploma or high school 
equivalency diploma? 
000072 
YES .~~ 
5. Are you currently under the care of a mental health 
professional? 
6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a mental health 
disorder? 
If so, what was the diagnosis and when was it made? 
7. Are you currently prescribed any medication? 
If so, have you taken your prescription medication 
during the past 24 hours? 
8. In the last 24 hours, have you taken any medications or 
drugs, or drank any alcoholic beverages which you 
believe affect your ability to make a reasoned and 
informed decision in this case? 
9. Is there any other reason that you would be unable to 
make a reasoned and informed decision in this case? 
10.ls your guilty plea the result of a plea agreement? 
If so, what are the terms of that plea agreement? 
(If available, a written plea agreement should be 
attached hereto as "Addendum 'A'") 
11. There are two types of plea agreements. Please initial 
the Q.lli! paragraph below which describes the type 
of plea you are entering: 
a. I understand that my plea agreement is a binding 
plea agreement. This means that if the district 
court does not impose the specific sentence as 
recommended by both parties, I will be allowed 
~o wit~dra~:t m¥-plea of guilty and proceed to a 
JUry tnal. I /. 
/ 
0000'73 
YES G9J 
YESGiQ) 
YES@ 
YES NO 
YES (9) 
YES~ 
e NO 
12.As a term of your plea agreement, are you pleading 
guilty to more than one crime? 
If so, do you understand that your sentences for each 
@NO 
crime could be ordered to be served either concurrently ~\ 
(at the same time) or consecutively (one after the other)? NO 
13.ls this a conditional guilty plea in which you are 
reserving your right to appeal any pre-trial issues? 
If so, what issue are you reserving the right to appeal? 
YES ® 
14. Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment 
of conviction and sentence as part)lf your plea I-
agreement? ~fS a 5. -Iv -G'i-d to y 11 ",,\ of ~~M't!>O. 
15. Have any other promises been made to you which have ~ 
influenced your decision to plead guilty? NO 
If so, what are those promises? 
\ 
16. Do you feel you have had sufficient time to discuss 
your case with your attorney? 
17.Have you told your attorney everything you know about 
the crime? 
18.ls there anything you have requested your attorney 
to do that has not been done? 
If yes, please explain. ___________ _ 
000074 
~ NO 
8 NO 
YES(~ 
19. Your attorney can get various items from the 
prosecutor relating to your case. This may include 
police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, 
photographs, reports of scientific testing, etc. This is 
called discovery. Have you reviewed the evidence 
provided to your attorney during discovery? 
20. Have you told your attorney about any witnesses who 
would show your innocence? 
21. Do you understand that by pleading guilty you wi" waive 
any defenses, both factual and legal, that you believe 
you may have in this case? 
22.Are there any motions or other requests for relief that 
you believe should still be filed in this case? 
If so, what motions or requests? _______ _ 
23. Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional 
guilty plea in this case you will not be able to challenge 
any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 
1) any searches or seizures that occurred in your case, 
2) any issues concerning the method or manner of your 
arrest, and 3) any issues about any statements you may 
have made to law enforcement? 
24. Do you understand that when you plead guilty, you are 
admitting the truth of each and every allegation contained 
in the charge(s) to which you plead guilty? 
25.Are you currently on probation or parole? 
,(j§l NO 
~~NO 
G~GNO 
YES~ 
~ NO 
If so, do you understand that a plea of guilty in this case ('\ 
could be the basis of a violation of that probation or parole YES' 
'-.-/ 
NO 
000075 
26.Are you aware that if you are not a citizen of the United 
States, the entry of a plea or making of factual admissions 
could have consequences of deportation or removal, 
inability to obtain legal status in the United States, or r:::::; 
denial of an application for United States citizenship? ~ NO 
27. Do you know whether the crime to which you will plead 
guilty would require you to register as a sex offender? YES ,tliOJ 
(I.C. § 18-8304) ~ 
28.Are you aware that if you plead guilty you may be 
required to pay restitution to the victims in this case? YES @) 
(I.C. §19-5304) 
29. Have you ag reed to pay restitution to any other party as 
a condition of your plea agreement? 
If so, to whom? _____________ _ 
30.ls there a mandatory drivers license suspension as a 
result of a guilty plea in this case? 
YES Gv 
YES (3 
If so, for how long must your license be suspended? __ 
3i.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory 
domestic violence, substance abuse, or psychosexual ~ 
evaluation is required? (I.C. §§ 18-918(7)(a),-8005(9),-8317) YES ~ 
32.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you may be 
required to pay the costs of prosecution and 
investigation? (I.C. § 37-2732A(K» 
33.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which you will be 
required to submit a DNA sample to the state? 
(I.C. § 19-5506) 
34.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could 
impose a fine for a crime of violence of up to $5,000, 
payable to the victim of the crime? (I.C. § 19-5307) 
35. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your 
right to vote in Idaho? (10. CONST. art. 6, § 3) 
000076 
~NO 
/,-...-
YES ® 
YESB 
36. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right~.:) 
to hold public office in Idaho? (10. CONST. art. 6, § 3) ~ NO 
37. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony, 
during the period of your sentence, you will lose your right ~ 
to perform jury service in Idaho? (10. CONST. art. 6, § 3) LY.Es" NO 
38. Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony 
you will lose your right to purchase, possess, or carry 
firearms? (I.C. § 18-310) 
39. Do you understand that no one, including your attorney, 
can force you to plead guilty in this case? 
40. Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily? 
~NO 
G~$)NO 
&NO 
41.Are you pleading guilty because you did commit the acts ~~ 
alleged in the information or indictment? NO 
YES NO 
43. Have you had any trouble answering any of the questions 
in this form which you could not resolve by discussing the ~ 
issue with your attorney? YES ~ 
I have answered the questions on pages 1-7 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form 
truthfully, understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed 
each question and answer with my attorney, and have completed this form freely 
and voluntarily. Furthermore, no one has threatened me to do so. 
\22~ '\ /, nrA Dated this . day of <J4v\Ut!v~\ ,2"\Lf' 
~f=·~' 
I hereby acknowle ge that I have discussed, in detail, the foregoing questions 
and answe~with y client. 
DEF 
0000'77 
! 
Judicial District Court, State of Ida 
In and For the County of Canyon 
NOTICE OF ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT 
RESET (Clerk. check If applicable) FILED: / /.j .//J 
Assigned to: i '. ./ 
Assigned: Due Date: By: /... . ,tnt\ , Deputy. 
) 
) Case No: (Be:3" t cS lLce-STATE OF IDAHO 
) ~ . 
vs. ) CHARGE(s): C/t-v?-dtJ-u>J< C·-'4= 1:1> j lA-lf.'-c 
Plaintiff, 
~. /) I:: t ..f! "-'. ,.~. .. ~{ ) (f . 1,//, / D~~'~~;n~{d/ i+><{.., ~ IS«LC)- . <.';(kw>';9 I I- . ~L ['r1.{ C& rl.<·} ~ lArt'4 Iu.. lu/ . ~ 1/ 
______________ -'--___ ) {Jr!t 6,Uv1..o
c 
X e 
On this /').;tf~ day of _-r-I(';;"'l .........,.;"'-'-"''"'''"'-~r-' 20 (Fj ,a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was 
) j /J /I( 
ordered by the Honorable _-J-I-k..:.{.;.;;.(::..../·;:,.{~·~""'x_·.----"'I_/(...:: l>,-d..;;./h'C--,-~! _____ to be completed for Court appearance on 
___ '_' -_/..l;;·l....;,l....;!J(;::;··:...:.<~~! ( ..... ..,:::t ... ; ---'I...;;{""''z ________ 20 (>/ 
EVALUATIONS TO BE DONE: COPy of each evaluation to be sent to Presentence Investigation Office to be included with PSI 
Under IC 19-2524 assessment(s) is(are) ordered which shall include a criminogenic risk assessment of the defendant 
pursuantto (IC 19-2524(4»: 
o Mental Health Examination as defined in IC 19-2524(3), including any plan for treatment (PSMH1 ROA code); andlor 
o Substance Abuse Assessment as defined in IC 19-2524(2) including any plan for treatment .(PSSA1 ROA code) 
Other non-IC 19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
o Jex Offender 0 Domestic Violence 0 Other . Evaluator: 
.y!No evaluations are ordered. (PSI01 ROA code) 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: ,,/UZ/X-l it UtC-d 
.. r . Jl 
PROSECUTOR: . ~LLC:i (( ('rClL-
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: ~S D NO If yes, where: __ ...:.(-.;,J( .... ,' ..... t-J/Y:...;,;;;..J"--_' ______ _ ) 
*** * ***************************************************************************** / 
IDEFENDANT'S INFORMA TION: PW~.'RAd I 
Name: At\.A.c 'Ilie 2:_CtlXIfJ :¥\{- L bCtHel:;.. 
Address:-S\\ ~ ~obl ",;:Cit) ( ,:::)\"c,~. 
/' 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? DYES Er'NO 
u;;:,e D Female D RACE: Caucasian D Hispanic D Other 
State: (C), 
Telephone: _________ Message Phone: ___________ Work Phone: ____ _ 
Employer: ______ _ ________ Work Address: 
Date of Birth: Social Security Numbe
Name & Phone Number of nearest relative: 
Date of Arrest __ ' ...!;.f_..;..I...;..t _' ....;C_· _'--'-_______ Arresting Agency: __ ,'..... l _: (,_<_\/,,-~ • _______ _ 
Your assigned Pre-sentence Investigator will contact you to schedule an interview using the above information. Please 
hav your Pre-sentence Investigation Personal History Questionnaire filled out completely for interview. 
[ \-{ Faxed P&P 454-7624 [ 1 Defendant 
NOTICE OF ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT 000078 12/2008 
DATE,TIME 
FAX NO. 1 NAME 
DURATION 
PAGE(S) 
RESULT 
MODE 
SSION VERIFICATION REPORTI 
000079 
01/14 09:37 
94547524 
00:00:33 
01 
OK 
STANDARD 
ECM 
TIME 01/14/2009 09:37 
• iii ) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: THOMAS J. RYAN DATE: MARCH 16,2009 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR.,) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
-------------------------) 
COURT MINUTE 
CASE NO. CR2008-10516-C 
TIME: 3:00 P.M. 
DCRT4 (408-427) 
REPORTED BY: Yvonne Hyde Gier 
This having been the time heretofore set for sentencing in the above-entitled 
matter, the State was represented by, Mr. Gearld Wolff, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for 
Canyon County, Idaho; and the defendant was present and represented by Mr. Alex 
Briggs. 
The Court called the case, reviewed prior proceedings, determined there was no 
legal reason not to proceed, and noted the Court had received the Presentence 
I nvestigation Report. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Briggs indicated the defense had received a 
copy of the Presentence Investigation Report and had corrections to make to the report. 
Mr. Wolff made statements about the defendant, recommended the Court impose 
COURT MINUTE 
MARCH 16, 2009 
1 
000080 
) 
a sentence of eight (8) years fixed followed by twenty (20) to twenty-five (25) years 
indeterminate, and presented argument. 
Mr. Wolff presented the Court with an order dismissing counts II - V and VIII -
XII, which the Court signed. Further, Mr. Wolff indicated he would present the Court 
with an order of restitution at a later time. 
Mr. Briggs made statements about the defendant and requested a sentence of 
eight (8) years fixed followed by two (2) years indeterminate for a total sentence of ten 
(10) years, and presented argument. 
The defendant made statements to the Court on his own behalf. 
The Court made statements to the defendant, and found the defendant to be 
guilty of the offenses of Conspiracy to Traffick in Cocaine, count I, and Trafficking 
in Cocaine, count VI and VII, felonies, and sentenced the defendant to a minimum 
determinate period of eight (8) years, and a subsequent indeterminate period of 
custody not to exceed seventeen (17) years, for a total unified sentence of no 
more than a total of twenty-five (2S) years, on each count, to run concurrent. The 
Court ordered the defendant to pay a fine in the amount of $15,000.00 on each count 
and restitution pursuant to the restitution order. The defendant was ordered to pay the 
court costs on each count. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, Mr. Wolff had no problem with not filing a probation 
violation in the defendant's prior case. 
COURT MINUTE 
MARCH 16, 2009 
2 
000081. 
The Court indicated the sentence in this matter would run concurrent with any other 
case the defendant was currently serving. Further, the defendant was to receive credit for 
three hundred forty-eight (348) days. 
The Court provided the defendant with a notice of his rights on sentencing, which 
the defendant reviewed, signed, and returned to the Court. 
The defendant was remanded to the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff 
pending transfer to the Idaho Department of Correction. 
COURT MINUTE 
MARCH 16, 2009 
3 
000082 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. or 
Plaintiff. 
-vs-
FILED 
CLERK 
BY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. _i·_t'_)_C_'~ __ · __ \(_~,_"_)_t_t~O_(~·,~. __ 
COMMITMENT 
Charge: C~ur~CL~1 "'+" J \f;'ffv~ ~ 
,~ ("c:, ".a_~IU ' ",' \ \G::;H;" l,L\\.( <L", 
1> • J 
---------------------------------) \, \:, C,"-L\.~ X J.. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named Defendant, having been found guilty as charged. be 
committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Canyon County. Idaho and that this Order of Commitment shall 
serve as authority for continued custody. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-named Defendant shall serve: 
o _______ day(s). 0 ________ month(s). 0 _________ year(s). 
o as previously Ordered on the Judgment dated _________________________ ' 
o credit for __________ day(s) served. 
d determinate ,a/indeterminate __ ..... ! lI ___ i ___ _ o retained jurisdiction. 
o work search/work-out privileges granted from ______________________ to 
o upon written verification. o as authorized by the Sheriff of Canyon County. 
o Sheriffs Work Detail: ____ days in lieu of ____ days jail to be completed by __ _ 
______________________________________________ ' If the 
Defendant fails to report to the jail as ordered or at a time agreed upon with the jail. or fails to satisfactorily 
perform the Defendant's obligations with the Sheriff Inmate Labor Detail. then the Sheriff is ordered and 
directed to place the Defendant in custody to serve the Defendant's jail time that has not been suspended. 
(] Other: (' £11-<- L\ L) "'It .. ~}' 'IV 14 q -~ \lTII. .. 3JL (, \;; he.;')' 1]1" d. . .L:. ...1> 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-named Defendant shall report to the Canyon County 
Sheriff on or before ______________________ -:or ______ , 
Signed: _/lC--L..:..:(~~-+-G, ~~+r-----
Ju4;ie V 
Dated: ___ ~_' _'_I _:'_r.-_'_, ___ _ 
~ Jail o Defendant 
COMMITMENT 000083 3/02 
_F __ ' A.~ ~~9M. 
MAR 16 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
D TORGERSEN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs- ) 
) 
) 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR., ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2008-10516*C 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
The above named Defendant is hereby notified that you have the right to appeal this 
Court's decision within forty-two (42) days from the date sentence is imposed. Idaho 
Criminal Rule 54.3. 
You are notified that you may file .2!!£ motion for sentence modification within 120 
days from the date sentence is imposed. Idaho Criminal Rule 35. 
You are notified that you have a right to file post-conviction proceedings within one 
(1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or determination of an appeal, whichever 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
1 
084 
is later. Idaho Code Section 19-4901 et. seq. 
Further, if you are unable to pay the costs of any of the above proceedings, you may 
apply to this Court for leave to proceed in forma pauperis. Idaho Criminal Rule 33 (a)3); 
Idaho Code 19-4904. 
Further, you are informed that in exercising any of the above proceedings, you have 
the right to the assistance of an attorney and if you are an indigent person, then you have 
the right to the assistance of an attorney at public expense. Idaho Code Section 19-852; 
19-4904. 
DATED: , l'~ 10"1 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
Thomas J. Ryan 
District Judge 
2 
000085 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Order was mailed and/or hand 
delivered to the following persons this l11.~day of March, 2009. 
John T. Bujak 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Wiebe and F ouser 
Canyon County Public Defender 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
William H. Hurst, Clerk 
Q- ;1" -= \i ----By Deputy ~lerk of the Court 
3 
000086 
dt 
MAR 16 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
o TORGERSEN, OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. CR2008-10516 
) 
) ORDER TO DISMISS 
) COUNTS II, III, IV, V, VIII, 
) IX, X, XI, XII 
) 
) 
) 
) 
An oral Motion to Dismiss Counts II, III, IV, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, AND XII having 
been made by the State in the above matter, pursuant to plea negotiations and good cause existing. 
therefore, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Counts II, III, IV, V, VIII, IX, X, XI, AND XII of the 
above entitled matter be dismissed. 
DATED This {(,~ day of ____ ti ..... tut ............... k'i!~r_---, 2009. 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
H;\MOTJON.ORDlagomez dmord.wpd 
1 
THOMAS J. RYAN 
District Judge 
000087 
_F_'....A.~ E;.-, 0 
... ~ ... P.M. 
MAR 252009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
o TORGERSEN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
vs. ) 
) CASE NO. CR2008-10516-C 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, ) 
aka ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, JR., ) 
SS#  ) 
D.O.B. 4 ) 
) 
~fu~a~ ) 
----------------------------------------------------) 
On this 16th day of March, 2009, personally appeared Gearld Wolff, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, and the defendant, 
Abelardo Dominguez Gomez, and the defendant's attorney, Alex Briggs. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that defendant has been convicted upon the defendant's plea 
of guilty to the offense of Conspiracy to Traffick in Cocaine, a felony, as charged in 
count I of the Indictment, a violation of Idaho Code Section 18-1701; 37-2732B(a)(2); 
37-2732B(b), being committed on or about or between the 16th day of October, 2007 
through the 3rd day of April, 2008; that defendant has been convicted upon the 
defendant's plea of guilty to the offense of Trafficking in Cocaine, a felony, as charged 
in count VI of the Indictment, a violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732B(a)(2), being 
committed on or about the13th day of November, 2007; that defendant has been 
convicted upon the defendant's plea of guilty to the offense of Trafficking in Cocaine, 
a felony, as charged in count VII of the Indictment, a violation of Idaho Code Section 
37-2732B(a)(2), being committed on or about the 2ih day of November, 2007; and the 
Court having asked the defendant whether there was any legal cause to show why 
jt.ldgment should not be pronounced, and no sufficient cause to the contrary being 
shown or appearing to the Court. 
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 1 OOOOS8 
.. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be sentenced to the 
custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a minimum period of confinement of 
eight (8) years and a subsequent indeterminate period of confinement not to exceed 
seventeen (17) years, for a total unified term of twenty-five (25) years, on each count. 
The sentences on each count are to run concurrent with each other and with any other 
sentence the defendant is currently serving. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be given credit for three hundred 
forty-eight (348) days of incarceration prior the entry of judgment for this offense, 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 18-309. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant shall pay court costs of $110.50 
on each count for a total of $331.50, a fine in the amount of $15,000.00 on each count 
for a total of $54,000.00, and restitution pursuant to the restitution order. 
IS ADJUDGED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the Sheriff of 
Canyon County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the Director of the Idaho State Board of 
Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary or other facility within the State designated 
by the State Board of Correction. 
IT IS ORDERED that the clerk deliver a certified copy of this Judgment and 
Commitment to the Director of the Idaho State Board of Correction or other qualified 
officer and that the copy serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
~ 
DATED this Z'f day of March, 2009. 
District Judge 
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT b00089 
dt 
~,;!~. \::,-~,.A, 
.4PR I 5 ZC;~9 ~ 
CANYON COUI\JTy 
:.J KENrJEl, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) CASE NO. CR2008-10516 
) 
) RESTITUTION ORDER 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------~) 
Based upon the judgement and sentence in this case, and the expenses of the victim on 
this matter, and pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That THE DEFENDANT, ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ 
GOMEZ, pay ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-NINE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED 
THIRTY-FOUR DOLLARS AND 97 CENTS ($129,534.097) in restitution to: 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION 
607 N. 8TH STREET, SUITE 400 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
DATE 
4/8/09 
RESTITUTION ORDER 
H:IWORKIDRUGIGOMEZ,wpd 
000090 
TOTAL 
$51,500.00 
BOISE CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
7200 BARRISTER 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
DATE 
4/8/09 
NAMPA POLICE DEPARTMENT 
211 12TH AVE S. 
NAMPA, IDAHO 83651 
DATE 
4/8/09 
TOTAL 
$48,012.61 
TOTAL 
$30,022.36 
Such restitution shall be joint and several with any other co-defendants who are 
ordered to pay restitution arising from the same occurrence or event. 
Co-defendants are: ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ RAMOS, case #CR2008-1 0493 
The defendant may within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the order of restitution 
object to or request relief from the restitution order in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
DATED This 15.f'..dayOf. __ A<..,!;fl<"-.,....:...~-=-l ___ , 2009. 
RESTITUTION ORDER 
H:I WORKIDRUGIGOMEZ. wpd 
District Judge 
2 
000091. 
APR-07-2009 22:35 
.. ~ 
ISE RO 
www.dea.gov 
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office 
Attn: Gearld L. Wolff 
1115 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
of Justice 
cnJ~orc:emlent Administration 
Boise Resident Office 
607 N. 8th Street, Suite 400 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
April 8. 2009 
P.02/02 
OCDETF overtime expenditures incurred for the Nampa Police Department and the Boise Police 
Department while working with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) during the Abelardo 
Dominguez-GomezlAbelardo Dominguez-Ramos investigation totaled $78.034.97. Nampa Police 
Department incurred $30,022.36 and Boise Police Department incurred $48,012.61. 
DEA expenditures for drug evidence purchased directly from Abelardo Dominguez-Ramos and 
Abelardo Dominguez~Gomez during the investigation totaled $51.500.00. 
Restitution is requested to reimburse the Asset Forfeiture Fund, which is the originating source for 
the OCDE1F overtime funding distributed to the Nampa Police Department and Boise Police 
Department and the primary source of the funds utilized to purchase drug evidence during the 
investigation. DEA is not seeking restitution for any expenses incurred by federal agents or costs for 
laboratory analysis. 
sincere;~ ~Idin. 
Special Agent 
000092 
APR-08-2009 10:29AM From: ID:CCPA Page:002 R=100% 
I Ilmale name Abelardo Gomez 
. -"~ - -~ _. ~-.-- -~------
IDUC No. 81866 
-----
.; c;Jr<,;~s I,CTC/- J-PGd-- 206.--A-
Post Offjce Box 700]0 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Defendant! Appellant 
,~ ANYON COUNTY CLERK 
.J ! SANCHEZ, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _T_H_I_RD ______ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF -=C:::!.AN=YO.:::.:N~ __ _ 
ABELARDO GOMEZ ) 
"2 [, X i C( I' ~[) ) Case No. (,~ -l i:J U 
Appellant, 
v -) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) Case No: CR 2008-10516. 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS, Clerk of the above entitled Court 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS of record, Canyon County Attorney's Office'. 
,--------~--~------~------~---------
___________ AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
I. The above named Appellant(s) _A_b_e_l_a_r_d_o_G_o_m_e_z ___________ _ 
appeal(s) against the above named respondent(s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) RESTITUTION ORDER, CASE NO: CR 2008-10516, 
Pursuant to IDAHO CODE, 37-2732. 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the ~ day of_A_P_R_IL ___________ _ 
2008 , Honorable Judge THOMAS .I. RYAN 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised: 10114/05 
presiding. 
000093 
) That the party has a ri~ht to appeal to the IJaho Supreme C"\lIrt. ::',1 :1,;,;:: l~~:lk!:t Ilr 
,lIliers described in para)!raph 1 ahove are anpealahle nrde!"s nnciCT'1!"j "1l'"~I,·':1t t" I/.,!. 
11 (8) ec) IAR. [e.g. (11(c)(l)), or (I2(a))] I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
1. VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS OF LAW: 
A. DENIAL OF IMPARTIAL DECISION MAKER 
B. DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT EVIDENCE, 
C. DENIAL OF NOTICE OF PROCEEDING. 
4.(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? _-'--'"= __ _ 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
~ The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 2S(a), I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
Revised 10/14/05 
000094 
o The entire reporter's tr:mscript stlpplemc'll kci h\' : h,_' !i;] 1m\ i ng:: 
IJ Vnir I )ire examination 01 jmv 
ii Closing arguments of counsel 
o The following reporter's partial transcript: __________ _ 
o The testimony of witness(es) _______________ _ 
o Conferences on requested instructions 
o Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, l.A.R. 
o All requested and given jury instructions 
o The deposition of: 
M Plaintiff's motion for continuance of trial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b)( 1) C That the ckrk of the district comi or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) M That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
Revised 10/14/05 
000095 
Ie\( 1) [J That the cstim:ltcd fcc t~,r prcpaLlrioll ,) 1-,) , j !'- <. 
n:lllL 
(2) 0 That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
r 
(d)( 1) 0 That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) M That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because H\ ~ ;'j!'\\ +-. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the attorney general ofIdaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of A ~ C~ 
) ss 
) 
-,-p-,-\\J!.-", ""t~---"~",-,~\,-,-1.'=..C~-,-,;,,,-, _1,-r'_<)~C-,-h:>..!li=,2.L-=-__ , being sworn, deposes and says: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - -+ 
Revised 10/14;05 
000096 
201)1. 
That the party is the appcllant ;11 thc ahm'c-cnlitk,! ::;;)'\'::1 :il1d th:lt all ;;tatcmcnts in this 
~~/;>~ 2'-
Appellant 7 ""'~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1 '1 +jay Of_-,-(J_~+,C.L:."_'I-I ____ _ ( 
c> ~ . /r(/ lit' j ;o/1~~ ~ ~ ~ ..... ------./1---{-Notary Public for Idaho , 
(SEAL) Commission expires: '9 /; (/ /; ~ 
r I :;;> 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the '\'t, day of ---,-M=.~=LL\",+-~ ____ , 20 D q, I 
J 
mailed a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT 
PO Box 87320 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
Revised 10/1405 
000097 
Inmate n~llnc Abelardo Gomez 
moe :\". 8i866'------~-
.\JJn.;;,~...L...C. cl I-Pod 206-A 
Post Office Box 70010 
Boise, IDaho 83707 
Defendant-Appellant 
222009 
COUNTY CLERK 
~- 3ANCI-iEZ. OEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ TH_I_RD _____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF -=cC=AN:..:..::Y=O.::.:..N ___ _ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
'Ptml'lTi1t-Respondent, 
vs. 
Abelardo Gomez 
f)M'rndmn-AppeIlant. 
COMES NOW, Abelardo Gomez 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
, Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitkd matter and moves this Honorable COllrt to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointmcnt of Counsel for the reasons more fully s-et forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
I. Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of \Varden~_Phi]] ip Valdez 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant-
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent him/herself. 
\IOTION ,\'.;[) :\HIDA VIT IN SUPPURT F<)I<. .\PI'OINTl'vIENT OF COUl\SEL - 1 
000098 
I )c!cndant-i\ppcll:lI1( :"'11: . ',! 
\\as 1I1l:1ble In do j~j]j,w ill"" I' 
4. Other: 
------------------------------------------------
DATED this I <6 day of __ ...:..;·¥~{"c..;;J,c.r,r'--------, 20 C/j . 
'" J 
AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of ADA ) 
------
A_b_e_l_a_:t:_-d_o_G_o_m_e_z ______ , after first being duly sworn upon hislher oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the I.C_CI Idaho Correctional Center 
under the care, custody and control of Warden Phillip Valdez 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
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000099 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to, 
DATED This ~ day Of __ --'--lo...L\c"'-'.\.""'L.:l'~r==__ ____ ' 20R, 
+1. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this a day 
of ___ ,1+I-,-""c-,-'1 "-'-f/---' 20/-, C'l, 
I 7 ~ 
(SEAL) 
\) . Pj· ' (1/)' 
,~Y'>-'L t <7 .'~ ,-l z '- L ~'- 1.-
,tjOtary Public for Idaho / / 
Commission expires: ~! lit? If 3 
PI I 
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0001.00 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the j '6_ day of ----'-~1_'_'C=L=~-Y--~-----, 201:!L, I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of tiling with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
-----'-r_.~~'_"0..wut:''''-1' tr-"'11_--- County Prosecuting Attorney 
) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
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. 
. 
I n1l1~ltc name Abelardo Gomez 
1D0c' \0. 81866 
\\ldle;,,, I.c.cl J-Pod 206-A 
Po 8 t 0 ff ie e Box-,Jo.o.±'l 017--
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Defendant-Appellant 
LED 
M._---P,.M . 
;ANYGN COUNTY CLERK 
'\'" SANCHEZ, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _T=H=I=RD=-______ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ---I.C-*l~o,j,)j_I.JOVJN,lI__------
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainli fr- Responden t, 
vs. 
ABELARDO GOMEZ 
D@flmdant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 
-----
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT 
FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code § 31-3220A(2)(c) requires that you serve upon counsel 
for the county sheriff or the department of correction, whichever may apply, a copy of this 
motion and affidavit and any other documents filed in connection with your request for waiver of 
fees. You must file proof of such service with the court when you file this affidavit. 
STATE OF IDAlIO 
County of_AD_A ___ _ 
) ss 
) 
[ ] PlaintitJ-ResponJent [\1 Defendfmt-Appellant asks to start or defend this case 
without paying fees, and swears under oath: 
l. rhis is an action llll' Uijh' If Petition NOTICE OF APPEAL 
2. I am unable to pay the court costs. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are 
true and correct. I understand that a false statement in this affidavit is peIjury and I could 
:-'IOTJON AND AFFIDA \'IT FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
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3. I have attached to this affidavit a current statement of my inmate account, certified by a 
custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the activity of the account over my period of 
incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, whichever is less. I understand that I am 
not an indigent prisoner, and will be required to pay all or part of the court fees, if I have 
had any funds in my inmate account during the last twelve (1) months or the period of my 
incarceration, whichever is less. 
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "NIA". Attach additional 
pages if more space is needed for any response. 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: A\;-eiOJl ~ (:;Jv\/tf/L Other Names I have used:--:.;U=-I ..:..1...;.1\....:....:.. ____ _ 
Address: i. t .r:-. l Y bG\ 9\C'~ s aV\..o\- D t\.\lQ~ I~,~' kU\\.rA , \ LJ ~~ -S & 1L..( 
How long at that Address; \' tL) 'C) fJ... \ ~'wt~'v'I,;'\. \. \ , Phone:_....!.~_\)-':_4-'--""' ______ _ 
Date and place of birth:      ! F\:vQ e\:L~ X \ ALI 
j 
Education completed (years):) '1 +-/1. L'¥YCtJ-l... 
1-' 
Marital Status: l!(lSingJe J:\larried [lDivorced []Widowed []Separated 
ASSETS: 
List all real prt)perty (land :llld buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Address City State 
Legal 
Description 
\lOTION AND AFFlDA VIT FOR FEE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
PACE 2 
0001.03 
Value 
Your 
Equity 
· "~I! ;!Ild :';late !t::; \:t!lIc 
Notes and Receivables: ______________________ £.J~· ___ _ 
yehicles: ___________________________ .-:.'c.:;( ___ _ :r 
Bank/Credit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts: ____________ -J..3LJ ___ _ 
X Stocks/Bonds/lnvcstments/Ccrtificates of Deposit ____________ -"'"'!.Lb:/ ____ _ 
Trust Funds: _______________________ -=d:::: ___ _ 
Retirement Accounts/IR:\.s/40 1 (k) 's: ________________ P_/ ___ _ 
Cash Value Insurance: _______________________ df~·~ ___ _ 
Motorcycies/Boats/R V' siSnowmobiles: _______________ ----l#.t::.' .. ~ ____ _ 
Furniture/Appliances: ____________________ ~$6~:::....! ____ _ 
Jewelry/antiques/Collectibles: _________________ ~d1.16:/:L_ __ _ 
Ty's/Stereos/Computers/Electronics: ________________ ... J2'=/~ _____ _ 
Too!s/Equipment _______________________ --.JJ.tZ:.L/)' _____ _ 
Sporting 
1 Iorses/Livcstock/Tack: ____________________ --'-"kf:::?J ______ _ 
Other 
EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses. 
Average 
Expense Monthly Payment 
Rent/House Payment",-: ~~-"'~/~/L=--'"~)!'-'t'= . ....!''--_______________________ _ 
\IOTIO\1 AND ,,\FFIDAVIT FOR f7EE WAIVER (PRISONER) 
P,\GE 3 
RcvlScJ: 11I'1~,115 
000:1.04 
Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan) 
Electricity/Natural Gas: _____________________ ;;.,''-h<'LJ1 ___ _ 
Wata/Sewer/Trash if ----------------------------------=~-----
Phone: _______________________________________ ~,~;,r _______ _ 
Groceries: if --------------------------------------~----------
Clothing: ______________________ -=.tL1==--___ _ 
Auto FlIel: ________________________ ~d!::·~ ____ _ 
Auto Maintenance: _____________________ ~--f.u1.u.' ~ _____ _ 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons: it --------------------------.~---------
EntertainmentiBooks/Magazines: ______________________ .,.., tL/"",' <-1 _________ _ 
Home Insurance: _____________________________ --",:'-'1::.-,' _______ __ 
Auto 
Life Insurance: ___________________________ ~$'"""-________ _ 
,f( Medical Insurance: _________________________ --'&''=''/::.-' ________ _ 
iYkJical 
Other: ______________________________ -.:'..::;::_;/=::z-/).:;..')f::...:' ?"-' --=-.. _______ _ 
MISCELLANEOUS; 
How much can you borrow,? __ ..!:;$,-' -,!=::~_I ,,--..5~_,_'7 _____ From Whom?_L./L2:.L/ .... /&;:..L-'-, ______ _ 
\IOTION .-\ND c\FFIDA VIT FOR FEE WAIVER (PRlSOl'<ER) 
PACE -l 
[(c,'lSeJ: Jill! .):115 
0001.05 
~a1l1e Address 
SUBSCRIBED 
~.20d1 
Phone Years Known 
Date 
!~ 
Typed/Printed Name 
/4 
AND SWORN or AFFIRMED TO before me this d day of 
%/ .. tl /-' ?If:~ ,', d!~ 
/Notary Public for Idaho ,/; 
My Commission Expires: '1 h J J 
I ' 
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= IDOC TRUST =========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ========== 05/18/2009 = 
Doc No: 81866 Name: GOMEZ, ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
ICC/UNIT H PRES FACIL 
TIER-2 CELL-6 
Transaction Dates: 05/18/2008-05/18/2009 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
0.00 290.24 521.98 231.74 
================================ TRANSACTIONS ================================ 
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
----- ----- -------------
03/27/2009 HQ0453303-001 
03/27/2009 HQ0453306-016 
03/30/2009 110453414-445 
03/31./2009 110453572-403 
04/01./2009 110453791-028 
04/07/2009 IC0454463-525 
04/08/2009 HQ0454672-007 
04/14/2009 IC0455220-634 
04/16/2009 HQ0455672-001 
04/21./2009 IC0455971-546 
04/28/2009 HQ0456648-002 
04/28/2009 IC0456649-485 
05/05/2009 IC0457538-473 
05/06/2009 HQ0457593-006 
05/11./2009 HQ0458117-009 
05/12/2009 IC0458331-648 
------------------
950-RECEIVED RDU C 
011-RCPT MO/CC 
099-COMM SPL 
099-COMM SPL 
100-CR INM CMM 
099-COMM SPL 
011-RCPT MO/CC 
099-COMM SPL 
011-RCPT MO/CC 
099-COMM SPL 
011-RCPT MO/CC 
099-COMM SPL 
099-COMM SPL 
022-PHONE TIME 
011-RCPT MO/CC 
099-COMM SPL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IBSUSPCHK 
RCPT/MO 
470330 
223219 
213242 
61306 
223343 
\JahQ D,:p:U1Ii1cllt of Correction 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true. and 
(Iln~ecl cony of an instrument as the Slme now remains 
,m rile and of rcccid i:t :ny oflice. l ot/., 
WITNESS my n%i hereto allix.:d this U 
day of (Y) '!!:1 A.D .• 20 D1 
BY ______ ~_·~:\(~·~'~~1~/~/LC-.<~'~-------------
0001.07 
0.00 
50.00 
10.20DB 
16.98DB 
16.98 
34.78DB 
25.00 
27.96DB 
100.00 
64.66DB 
30.00 
35.86DB 
20.87DB 
6.80DB 
300.00 
72.13DB 
0.00 
50.00 
39.80 
22.82 
39.80 
5.02 
30.02 
2.06 
102.06 
37.40 
67.40 
31. 54 
10.67 
3.87 
303.87 
231.74 
JUN D 2 2009 
':;ANYON COUNTY CLERK 
a RAYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
-vs-
ABELARDO GOMEZ, 
Defendant -Appe llant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2008-10516*C 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL 
TO: IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The above named Defendant-Appellant was convicted of Conspiracy to Traffick in 
Cocaine and two (2) counts of Trafficking in Cocaine, on the 16th day of March, 2009, 
and sentenced to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a minimum period of 
confinement of eight (8) years, and a subsequent indeterminate period of confinement not to 
exceed seventeen (17) years; for a total aggregate term oftwenty-five (25) years. 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL 
1 
000108 
... 
The Defendant tiled a Notice of Appeal on May 22nd, 2009. The Defendant-Appellant 
having requested the assistance of counsel in pursuing a direct appeal from the felony 
conviction in this Court, and the Court being satisfied that the said Defendant is an indigent 
person entitled to the services ofthe State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 19-870 and that the appeal is from a judgment or order enumerated in Idaho Code § 19-870 
(1); and 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARlNG, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, and this does ORDER that the State Appellate Public 
Defender is appointed to represent the above named Defendant-Appellant on the appeal on 
the judgment and conviction entered in this case. 
The State Appellate Public Defender is provided the following information 
concerning this case. 
1. The Defendant-Appellant's trial defense counsel is: Alexander B. Briggs. 
2. Defendant-Appellant's trial defense counsel has advised the Court that the 
Defendant-Appellant's current address is: IDOC # 81866, I.C.C., J-Pod 206-A, P. O. Box 
70010, Boise, ID, 83707. 
DATED: 5/ Zt1 ! () t) 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLA TE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL 
2 
Thomas 1. Ryan 
District Judge 
0001.09 
.. 
..,. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREB Y CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Order was forwarded by me to the 
following persons this d::day of c:;}lfV -.-/ ,2009. 
John T. Bujak Kimberly Saunders 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney Court Reporter 
Canyon County Courthouse Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 Caldwell, ID 83605 
Alexander B. Briggs 
Canyon County Public Defender 
PO Box 606 
Caldwell, ID 83606 
Molly Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Theresa Randall 
Appellate Clerk 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Abelardo Gomez 
IDOC # 81866 
Le.e. J-Pod 206-A 
PO Box 70010 
Boise, ID 83707 
ORDER APPOINTING ST ATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL 
William H. Hurst, Clerk 
3 
000:110 
\ 
08/03/2009 09:03 FAX 208 :! ,985 
E 0 
P.M. 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of Idaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
AUij 03 1009 
'::;A~'yON COUNTy <:LER ,~ RAYNIt, tJJ.;fJIJ1Y K 
SARA B. THOMAS 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
(208) 334~2712 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CANYON COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
A8ELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2008-10516 
S.C. DOCKET NO. 36545 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, JOHN BUJAK, CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTOR, 
1115 ALBANY, CALDWELL, IDAHO, 83605, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order for Restitution entered in 
the above-entitled action on the 15th day of April, 2009, the Honorable Thomas J. 
Ryan, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11(c}(1-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
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. ~ 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
(a) Did the district court err in imposing an excessive sentence? 
(b) Did the district court err in denying the appellant's Idaho Criminal 
Rule 35 motion to reduce his sentence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in tA.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) Entry of Guilty Plea Hearing held on January 13, 2009 (Court 
Reporter: Kim Saunders, no estimation of pages was listed on the 
Register of Actions); and 
(b) Sentencing Hearing held on March 16. 2009 (Court Reporter: 
Yvonne Hyde-Gier, no estimation of pages was listed on the 
Register of Actions). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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STATE APPELLAT~ t'u 
(a) Conditional Plea of Guilty Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 11 and 
Binding Agreement filed Januarv 13. 2009; 
(b) Guilty Plea AdviSOry filed January 13, 2009; 
(c) Letter from Defendant re: Appeal filed May 22.2009; and 
(d) Any exhibits. including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at 
sentencing hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporters, Kim Saunders and Yvonne Hyde-Gier; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8»; 
(d) That arrangements have been made with Canyon County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, Idaho Code §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e); 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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-
08/03/2009 09:04 FAX 208 3r .,l9lS:> 
. ,:I 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this 3rd day of July, 2009. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 3rd day of July, 2009, caused a true 
and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be placed 
in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
ALEX BRIGGS 
WIEBE & FOUSER 
PO BOX 808 
CALDVVELLID 83808 
KIM SAUNDERS 
COURT REPORTER 
1115 ALBANY STREET 
CALDVVELLID 83605 
YVONNE HYDE GIER 
COURT REPORTER 
1115 ALBANY STREET 
CALDVVELLIO 83605 
JOHN T BUJAK 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
1115 ALBANY STREET 
CALDVVELLID 83805 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE 10 837200010 
Hand delivered to Attomey General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
MJHrrMF/hrt 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-
Respondent, 
-vs-
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant-
Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-08-10516*C 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify the following are 
being sent as exhibits: 
Presentence Investigation Report 
Letter Re: Appeal, received 5-22-09 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ~'--_ day 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
for the County of Canyon. 
By: Deputy 
0001.1.6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTI OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-
Respondent, 
-vs-
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant-
Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-08-10516*C 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled and bound under my 
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affIxed the seal 
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ---"-",4--- day of ----'''--'-fi-L'-L---, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: ~j . Deputy 
000:1:17 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-
Respondent, 
-vs-
ABELARDO DOMINGUEZ GOMEZ, 
Defendant-
Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court No. 36545 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy 
of the Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of 
record to each party as follows: 
Molly Huskey, State Appellate Public Defender's Office, 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane, Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affIxed the seal 
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ----"'""--_ day of ----"'''''--''-F-L'------, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho 
in and for the County of Canyon. 
By: Deputy 
000:1:18 
